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New r e e m e n t s  on optical receivers are behg dnven by the rapid expansion of opti- 

cal communications beyond traditional fiber-optic links. This thesis discusses the design of 

transimpedance amplifiers that are used in the preampliner stage of optical nceivers. The 

three specific requirements that are addressed here are a wide dynamic range, ambient light 

rejection, and low-voltage operation. 

To achieve a wide dynamic range, we present a fuliy-differentid, variable-gain CMOS 

transimpedance amplifier. The proposed topology is simpler than previous designs and has 

improved stability. The implemented design consumes 8mW at 3V, and provides 70 MHz 

bandwidth with a dynamic range of 77dB, a maximum ûansimpedance gain of 19kQ and a 

gain range of 32dB. 

To reject ambient iight, we place an active feedback Ioop around the transimpedance 

ampmer. This topology elimiaates the need for large passive components and improves the 

regdation of the photodiode bias voltage. However, the Iower-&quency limit of this topoi- 

ogy is dependent on the ambient light level. W e  experimentaiiy verify this technique, and 

analyze the stabiüty reqykements of the feedback loop. 



To achieve low-voItage operation, we develop a CMOS transimpedance amplifier Capa- 

ble of 1V operation without the use of low-threshold MOS transistors. The design has a 

wide output swing and maximues the a d a b l e  bias voltage for the photodiode. The biasing 

of the MOS feedback resistor is pediormed using a charge pump to generate a stable gate 

voltage - a technique called dynamic gate biasing (DGB). The proposed design was imple- 

mented as part of an opticai receiver fiont-end which aiso incLuded two post amplSem. The 

resulting front-end consumes ImW h m  a IV supply and provides 2 10kR transimpedance 

gain over a 5OMH.z bandwidth. 

Aiso Uicluded in this thesis is the development and application of a graphicd circuit 

analysis technique called DPYSFG anaiysis that is based on driving-point impedances @PI) 

and signal-flow graphs (SFG). We develop a general formulation of the technique, illustrate 

its use on a number of circuit examples, and apply it to the design and optimization of the 

low-voltage transimpedance amplifier. 
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C H A P T E R  

Optical communications is one of the cornerstones of today's revolution in 

information technology. Vast distances of optical fiber span the globe, connecting 

the world together in an intricate communications innastnicture. With the drive 

towards portable and multimedia communications, we are increasingiy faced with 

the challenge of bringing the capacity of our communications bfkastmcture directly 

to the user, providing seamless access to vast quantities of information, anywhere 

and anytirne. Whether it is the transfer of an image fiom a digital carnera to a Iaptop 

computer or the communication of &ta within a massively paralle1 computer, there 

is an urgent need to develop new methods of hi& speed data commrmications. 

Light offers many advantages as a medium for connnunication. Whether travel- 

ling through fiee space or through optical fiber, light enjoys unequalied charme1 

bandwidth, and is capable of data rates in the terabits per second. This immense 

capacity is due to the nature of the photons that constitute an optical signal. Unlike 

electrons, photons react weakiy to th& environment and to one another. As such, 

opticai signals neither generate nor are sensitive to electromagnetic interference 

(EMI), parasitic couphg, and other problems faced by elecûical signals [Mon- 

trose, 199q. 

Given their advantages, optical links are rapidy expanding into application 

areas beyond traditional âber-optic links ~imdward, 19991. Three sample appüca- 

tions of so-caiied "carrier" applications that are concemed with transporthg infor- 

mation across the greatest possible distance are fke-space intersateIlite Links 

[Thompson, 199 11, [Begley,1994], [Alexandery l997], f31er-to-the-home 0 
pauiknery 19891, [Kwok, 1 99qY and terrestriai fixe-space Iinks for inter-building 

c01ll1llunicati0n.s [Jolt], [AirFiber], p e r a b e w  [CableFree], @dey,1996]. 

1 



Shorter distance applications inchde optical-based local area networks (LANs) as 

represented by Asynchronous T d e r  Mode Passive Optical Networks (ATM- 

PON) CVan de Voorde,l997] and Gigabit Ethemet standards [Gigabit, 19981. Appli- 

cations that involve opticai communications withui dipitai systems or in large com- 

puters - geaerally referred to as optical interconuect [Li,2000], pristow, 19991 - 

include smart pixel arrays [ChenJOOO], [van Blerkom, 1 9981, [Zheng,2000], opto- 

copier arrays [Rooman,2000], and optical backplanes Funada,1999]. FinaUy, so 

called "optical wireiess linksn provide a communications solution for portable 

appiications [Heatley, 1 9981. In particular, short-range "point-and-shoot" systems in 

accordance to the Innared Data Association @DA) provide a simple solution for 

transferring information to and h m  portable devices, offering high data rates at low 

cost and with a mal1 form factor that is not prone to mechanicd Wear [Will- 

iams,2000]. 

The success of such short-range systems W particdariy telling of how optical 

communication systems are Lücely to proliferate in the fùture: as of 1998, over 100 

million Iaptops, digital cameras, and other devices were shipped equipped with 

IrDA-compatible senai ports @DA,1999], and currently over 40 million new 

devices are being produced yeariy ~ i ams ,2000 ] .  The IrDA wireiess Iink has 

overshadowed both the Universai Senal Bus (USB) and IEEE 1394 FireWire to 

become the leading serial-port alternative for connectivity @DA, 19991. 

Figure 1.1 shows the basic elements of an opticai McC On the transmit side, an 

information source produces a data stream that is encoded and sent to the appropri- 

ate drive circuitry used to modulate the optical signal generated by either a Light 

emitting diode (LED) or laser. The signal propagates through fiee space or through 

a waveguide such as opticai fiber until it reaches the photodetector on the receiver 

end, The photodetector comrerts the optical signai into an electric nirrent that is 

sensed by the opticai preamplifier and regenerated to a dcientiy strong voltage 

sigoal h m  which the onginal data cm be recovered by the demodulator. 



Optical channel 

Information Modulator Drive 
Source Circuitty 

Figure 1.1 Block diagram of a Srpical opticai W. 

The expansion of optical communications into new applications has created 

exciting opportunities for the research and innovation of opticai receivers. While the 

growth of fiber-optic networks in the last few decades has refined our understanding 

of optical receivers, its primary focus has been on speed and sensitivity. With the 

expansion of optical communications cornes new requirements on nceiver designs. 

Probably the most widespread trend has been that of hcreased system integra- 

tion and the drive to reduce system components, cost, and sue. Traditionally, optical 

receivers have not been subject to many system level coastraints since optical 

receivers for long-had fibepoptic networks are principaily designed for perfor- 

mance rather than cost. As such, they have typicaiiy used advanced hi&-speed 

semiconductor technologies such as GaAs and Si bipolar processes. 

IncreaSmgly3 new opticai receiver designs are being implemented in low-cost, 

high-integration technologies such as CMOS. However, the desire to implement in 

CMOS implies a need to design receivers that keep Pace with developments in 

CMOS technology. One of the dominant trends is the continual reduction of system 

supply voltage as iIlustrated by the forecasted trmd shown in Figure 1.2 fiom the 

Semiconductor Industry Association [SIA.1997]. Upper and lower boundary h e s  

are drawn to highlight the fact that the 'industry standard' voltage is disappeariiig, 

being replaced mstead by a range of voltages encompassing diffemt applications. 

IncreasingIy, the supply voltage is seen as an adaptable design p m e t e r  used to 



optirnue performance and mmnriize power &iu,1993]. Fradc,1997], [Gep- 

pertJOOO]. Logic circuits that operate with supply voltages near or even below the 

threshold voltage [Svensson, 19981, [SoeIeman, 19991 are being reported dongside 

andog circuits that do the same [Vittoz,1994], [Sanser1,1998], ~ongJ9991, 

[Duque-Carmi0,2000]. LOW-voltage operation is partly driven by the desire for low 

power in portable applications and in applications that require battery back-up such 

as fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) Fakamura, 1 9991. [Sackinger, 1 9991. In the end, low- 

voltage operation wiU be crucial to the long-term viability of integrated optical 

receivers. 

Figure 12 hojected trends in system supply voltages. Dashed and solid iines 
represent anticipated lower and upper bounds respectiveIy. 

Another emerging trend in opticd receivers is the desire for p a t e r  dynamic 

range. The dynamic range is a measure of the variation in signal strength that can be 

tolerated by the receiver whüe st i i i  meeting pdormance requkments such as the 

bit error rate. The minimum signal is detamhed by the receiver's noise while the 

maximum signal is determined by the ovedoad or saturation point of the receiver. 

Traditionally, receivers for long-had fiberi)ptic networks have not required as wide 

a dynamic range becanse the received signal Ievels have been optimized to be srnaIl 

in order tu maximke ünk distance and to mmimize the need for repeaters 



[Ohhata,1999]. Wth many of the new applications, more 0exi'bility is required and 

the iink distance and associated path losses are less stringently controlled In such 

cases, the receiver must compensate by haWig an increased dynamic range. If the 

requirement is modest, the increase can be achieved through additional gain controI 

stages at the fiont end of the receiver. However, if the required increase is great, 

additional steps must be taken right at the prearnplifier stage. For instance, current 

IrDA standards for opticai wireless systems aHow a variable link distance fiom O cm 

up to 100 cm. Over this distance, the irradiance rnay Vary nom 500 m w k m 2  down 

to 4 w k m 2 ,  representing a span of over five orders of magnitude [IrDA, 19971. 

For applications in which the optical signal travels through free space, the rejec- 

tion of ambient light is an additionai receiver requirement. If the ambient light is 

low relative to the signai, it can be easily rejected through nItering in later stages of 

the receiver. However, if the ambient light is much stronger than the signal, the 

ambient light mut  be rejected nght at the prearnpmer to prevent it fiom over- 

whelming the signal. For instance, current IrDA standards specify a maximum 

ambient light Level of 490 wkm2 that is over a hundred times Iarger than the min- 

imum signal htensity of 4 w k m 2  PDA, 19973. 

In summary, we have pointed out three additionai receiver requirements - low- 

voltage operation, wide dynamic range, and ambient light rejection - that are corn- 

mon to many new applications of optical W. One application in particular? optical 

wireless commdcations, pushes these reqphments to their extreme, motivating us 

to investigate how these new requirements can be addressed at the opticai preampli- 

fier stage. 

This theàs constitutes an extended study of optical preampliner circuits 

designed to address the emerging requirements placed on opticd receivers. Our pri- 

mary focus will be on the optical wireless application where these requïrements are 

most ciearly needed. In generd, opticai wireless rece~exs have more modest band- 



widths than fiber-optic receivers. This is partly because optical wireless is a low cost 

appIication, and partly because the large path losses that are i n c m d  through Çee- 

space transmission require the use of large LED's and photodiodes that are more 

dinicult to drive and interfâce [Barry,1994]. Such devices typically have active areas 

on the order of a few square millimeters. Current industry standards support data 

rates of 4 Mb/s [IrDA, 19971, but higher rates of 16MWs and above are being inves- 

tigated. 

In this thesis, we aim for data rates on the otder of 100 Mbls, a rate that is com- 

parable with current LAN rates and one that is sufncientiy fast to support reai-the 

vide0 applications.' In the process of developing our preamplifier circuits, we for- 

mulate a graphitai method of circuit analysis based upon driving-point impedances 

@PI) and signal-fiow graphs (SFG) that we will refer to as the DPVSFG analysis 

method. 

The followhg are the main contributions of the thesis: 

a variable-gain transimpedance amplifier with improved stabiiity, 

an active feedback structure for rejecting ambient Light at the preamplifier, 
a noveI topology for low-voltage transimpedance ampiifiers, 
the development of dynamic gate biasing (DGB) as a general technique for 
low-voltage analog circuits, and 
a general fondation of the DPYSFG andysis method and its application to 
circuit design. 

Chapter 2 provides the basic background needed for the rest of the thesis. Included 

is an overview of photodetectors and optical pleampMers, and a mriew of previ- 

ously reported solutions to the ncw design recpkments. The chapter also reviews 

signal-flow graphs, and the traditionai circuit anaiysis techniques. Included is a dis- 

cussion of the limitations of each of the techniques, and the motivation behind the 

DPYSFG andysis method. 

Chapter 3 describes the new optical preampMer structures for enhanced 

dynamic range, ambient light rejection, and low-voltage operation. We propose a 



technique cailed dynamic gate biasing @GB) that uses charge pumps for the stable 

biasing of transistors. The challenge of analyzkg the Iow-voltage transimpedauce 

ampliner is highîighted to motivate the discussion of graphical circuit anaiysis in 

Chapter 4. 

Chapter 4 presents the DPVSFG analysis method The chapter begins with a his- 

tory of the technique and discusses its current Iimitatiom. It then presents a general 

formulation of the method based on Kirchhoffs Current Law. Numerous examples 

are presented to aid the reader with the details of the technique and to highiight its 

ability to provide insight înto a circuit's operation. 

Chapter 5 appties the DPVSFG analysis method to the design and optimization 

of the low-voltage transimpedance amplifier introduced in Chapter 3. The design 

process and the ability of DPVSFG analysis to provide insight into the operation of 

circuits is emphasized 

Chapter 6 presents the implementation details and experimentd resuits of two 

fabricated integrated circuits that were used to verify the proposed preampiîfier 

desigus. Finally, in Chapter 7, the thesis is summarized and directions for fiture 

work are discussed. 
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C H A P T E R  

This chapter provides the background needed for the thesis. The chapter begins 

with an ovewiew of photodetectors, optical preamplifiers, and transimpedance 

amplifiers. It then discusses the receiver design requirements, and reviews previ- 

ously reported solutions. Having provided a context for our work on opticai pream- 

plifiers, the chapter focuses on the circuit analysis aspects of this thesis by 

discussing the Lknitatiom of current circuit anaIysis techniques, providuig a basic 

review of signal-0ow graphs, and discussing the motivation for DPVSFG analysis. 

The developrnent of fiber-optic commuaications can be traced back to the 

1970's. Since that t h e ,  an extensive body of literature has developed for optical 

receivers and photodetectors for fiber-optic app tications that can provide the inter- 

ested reader with a more comprehensive treatment of these subjects m s s e i ,  19821, 

personick, 19851, m e r ,  19881, [Aiexander, 19971. In addition. there are two 

excellent references that deal specificdy with optical wireless systems, their opto- 

electronics, and other design issues at the circuits and system level [Barry,1994], 

[Hranilovic, 19991. 

2.1 PHOTODETECTORS 

Photodetectors are semiconductor darices that convert incident light into an 

ehctric curent. There are various types of photodetectors such as photovoitaic 

ceus, photodiodes, and phototransistors. For hi@-speed optical communications, 

photodiodes are preferred giwn theîr superior hquency response. Photodiodes are 

usuaIly operated under reverse-bias conditions. Like other semiconductor diodes, 

photodiodes possess a finite carrier transit time. From a circuit design standpoint, 

however, we cm suitably mode1 the photodiode's electncal behaviour with the 

small-signal equivalent circuit mode! shown in Figure 2.1. 



Figure 2.1 Smali-signai equivaïent circuit mode1 of photodiode. 

The main photocment, i,, is generated through the creation of electroa-hole 

pairs when photons fiom the incident light peneûate the diode. The sensitivity o f  the 

photodetector is a fimction of the wavelm@, and so to maximize power efficiency, 

the emission wavelength of the optical source should be spectrally matched to the 

photodiode. Silicon photodiodes, which are commonly used in low-cost applica- 

tions, have a peak specûai efficiency in the near infrared region. Figure 2.2 shows 

the normalized spectral sensitivity of a typicd silicon photodiode1, and shows how 

it is spectraily matched to GaAs LEDs (e.g. Temic TSHF5400). 

Figure 23 Relative spectral sensitMty of Temic BPV22NF &con photodiode and 
emission peaks of s e v d  types of LEDs. 



There is a hear relationship between the photocumnt, i,, and the irradiance, 

Ee , which is a measure of the intensity of the incident light and is given in w / m 2 .  
The photocurrent is cdculated by 

where q is the quantum efficiency of device (typicaily in the range of 0.6 to 0.9), q 

is a unit electron charge ( 1.69 x ~ 0 - l ~  C), h is Planck's constant (6.626 x l ~ - ~ ~  JIS), 

u is the fiequency of the Light, and A , ,  is the effective area of the photodiode and 

accounts for the effect of the lem. The collective tem, R = qq/hu,  is cornmoniy 

kaown as the responsivity of the device, and is in uaits of A/W. The product, 

0, = A, ,E , ,  is the received opticai power in Watts. For example, the Temic 

BPV22NF is rated to provide 85nA of photocumnt per 1 CI w / c m 2  irradiance at 

870 nm. nie c-nt source, I:, models the shot noise generated by the dc curent 

which includes the photodiode's intrinsic dark-current as well as photocumt due 

to background light. The noise has a white spectnmi with a nomalized noise power 

density given by 

where 1, is the dc component of i, . 

The rmaining two elernents of the model, R, and Cd, represent the senes 

resistance of the diode and the diode capacitance. Since the photodiode is operating 

under reverse-bias conditions, the capacitance Cd is dominated by the depletion 

capacitance across the p-n junction. As a result, Cd is greatiy dependent on the 

applied bias voltage, as illustrated in Figure 2.3 for the BPV22NF photodiode. This 

characteristic is partidarIy significant when designhg Iow-voltage receivers where 

the maximum reverse bias that c m  be applied to the photodiode is severely lunited. 



Reverse bias voîtage (V) 

Figure 23 Photodiode capacitance vs. bias voltage for the Temic BPV22NF. 

2.2 OP'MCAL PREAMPLIFIIER STRUCTüWB 

The optical preamplifier perfom the critical fiinction of interfacing the photo- 

diode to the rest of the receiver. TypicaUy, the preampiifier converts the received 

photocurrent into a voltage signai. The preamplifier plays a crucial role in determin- 

ing many aspects of the ovedi performance of the receiver including speed, sensi- 

tivity, and dynamic range. 

ûptical preampliners are typicdy based on a either a termination resistor or a 

transimpedance amplifier. In the h t  approach, the photodiode is attached to a load 

resistor, RL , as shown in Figure 2.4. The cunent signal, 4 ,  is couverted into a volt- 

age by the load resistor, and the resuitbg voltage signal is buffered by the voltage 

arnpiifier. The capacitance Cr represents the total capacitance associated with the 

photodiode and the ampwer. 

The choice of the load resistimce affects both the hquency response and the 

noise performance of the preamplifier. The intrinsic bandwidth of the preampliner is 

equd to I/(2zRLCT) because of the RC network The noise can be analyzed using 
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- - - - 
Optical preamplifier based on a termination resistor. 

the mail-signal noise model show in Figure 2.5. Here, the thermal noise of the 

load resistor is modeled by current source "th a normalized power of 

where k is Boltzmann's constant ( 1.38 x IO-%K-' ) and T is the absolute ternper- 

a m  in Kelvin. The noise of the voltage ampifier is modeled by cumnt source 1: 

and voltage source v:. Because the desired signal is in the fomi of a current, the 

signai can be directiy compared to the noise currents that are injected into the same 

node. It is easy to show that the noise contricbution due to V: is independent of RL 

when the input impedance of the voltage amplifier is very large. Since the noise cur- 

rent of 1: is also independent of RL , the only way to rninimize the total noise is by 

reducing liRI through maximiPng RL . 

Figure 2.5 Small-signal noise model of the optical preampwer 
based on a texmination resistm 



This observation leads to two approaches to choosing the resistance of RL . In 

the so-called low-impedance design parry,1994], resistor RL is made mail (for 

example. 50R for ûansmission line matchuig) to satisfy the bandwidth requirement 

at the cost of iucreased noise. Alternatively. in so-caiIed high-impedance designs 

[Smith, 1 9821, [Alexander, 19971, wuoi, 1 9841, resistor RL is made very large to 

minimue noise at the cost of reduced bandwidth. TypicaIly, the redting preampli- 

fier bandwidth is below that of the signal, and additional ecpdization in the form of 

high-pass filtering is necessary to acbieve the required bandwidth. Although the 

high-impedance design has been shown to provide the highest sensitivity of ail opti- 

cal preamplifiers [Personick, 19731, the design suffers from a Iimited dynamic range 

due to the integlation effect resulting fiom the large RC time constant wuoi, 19841. 

ûptical preampwers based on the transimpedaace amplifier are cumntly the 

most popular because they avoid the dynarnic range problem associ0ated with hi&- 

impedaace designs, and because they provide a good compromise between the wide 

bandwidth of the low-impedance design and the low noise performance of the hi& 

impedance design [Muoi,1984]. In a tmasimpedance amplifier, a resistor RI is 

placed across the gain stage as show in Figure 2.6. Here, the resistor can be made 

large because the negative feedback reduces the effective &stance seen by the 

photodiode by a fàctor of (1 + A )  where A is the open-Ioop voltage gain of the 

ampliner. As a resuit, the bandwidth can be matched to that of the signal, e w a t -  

h g  the need for equalization, In addition, the themal noise contribution of the feed- 

back resistor is minmiized The closed-loop transimpedance gain is detined as the 

ratio 

so that for Iarge open-loop gains, the tmsirnpedance gain is sîmply the negative of 

the feedback resistance. 
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Figure 2.6 Optical prearnpliner based on a transimpedance amplifier. 

23 TRANSIMPEDANCE AMPLIFIER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

Traditionaily, the design challenge of fiber-optic preamplifiers has been in opti- 

minng the trade-offs between sensitivity, speed, and ûansimpedance gain. As dis- 

cussed in the previous chapter, new appücations of optical communications have 

introduced additional receiver requirements such as wide dynamic range, ambient 

iight rejection, and low-voltage operation. This section discusses each of these 

re9ugements in p a t e r  detail, and reviews previously reported solutions. 

Wide Dynamic Range 

A wide dynamic range is essentiai m order to accommodate variable link dis- 

tances. Current IrDA standards, for instance, require an optical dynamic range of 

5 1dB in order to support a Link distances range of O cm up to LOO cmC[tDA,1997]. 

Aithough the dynamic range of a transmipedance amplifier is pater  than that of a 

hi&-impedance design, it is still bmffîcient ta hande snch a wide input range. As 

illustrated m Figure 2.7, there are three principal techniques for extending the 

dynamic range of the preampüner: 1) output signa1 limiting, 2) input current steer- 

mg, and 3) variable traasmipedance gain. 



Figure 2.7 Various methods of increasing dynamic range: 1) output signai limiting, 
2) input current steering, and 3) variable transimpedance gain. 

The simplest technique is to k t  the output swing as represented by the diode 

clamp in Figure 2.7. While Iimiting does not affect the lower Limit of the dynamic 

range, it does increase the upper limit by allowing the receiver to accept stroag sig- 

nais that wodd have othefwise overloaded the receiver and prevented normal opera- 

tion. Limiting can be perfonned either within the preampliner Cyamaaki,l997], or 

in cases where the dynamic range requkernents are more modest, extemally by fol- 

Iowing the preamplifier with a Limiter circuit ~akamura, lgW], [Ohhata,1999]. The 

advantage of limiting is that it does not require b e l  detection circuitry. However, 

the process of limithg destroys the amplitude idonnation of the received signal. As 

such, limitmg cari only be used with binary signalling schemes. In addition, limiting 

introduces pulse width distortions that redt  out of the mieven gain applied to dif- 

ferent portions of the pulse. FinaUy, for applications in which ambient light is an 

issue, limiting removes information that helps separate the ambient iight fkom the 

iaformation signai. 

The second technique, mput cmrent steering, also impmves the dynamic range 

by hmasîng the maximum acceptable signal level of the preanipliner. It uses a = 
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ferential pair before the preampiikr to realize an adjustable attenuaticm of the sig- 

nal current based on the control voltage, Vd [ ~ n  den Broeke,1993], [ûwen,1982]. 

The technique is shown conceptually in Figure 2.7. 

in practice, bipolar transistors are much more effective than MOSFETs for 

implementing the Merential pair. Bipolar transistors provide much larger transcon- 

ductances for the same bias cmnt., and this is important in two respects. Firstly, the 

differential pair must present a low impedance to the photodiode to ensure that it 

does not affect the frequency nsponse of the overd preamplifier. Secondly, a low 

impedance is required to help prwent fluctuations in the photodiode bias voltage 

when a signal is present. bipolar transistors, a sufncieutly low impedance can 

be achieved with much less bias current, and this reduces the noise introduced by 

the taii current source, IQii. The exponential voltage-to-current characteristic of 

bipolar transistors also he$s to e m e  that the photodiode bias voltage remaias well 

regdated across a wide range of signal currents. In summary, the practical need for 

bipolar transiston makes the cumnt steering technique unattractive for use in 

CMOS optical pnamplifier desip .  

The h a 1  technique uses a transimpedance amplifier that is capable of variable 

gain. Recaii that the feedback resistor, RI, is one of the major sources of noise, and 

that its noise cumnt contribution is imrersely proportional to its resistauce. Thus for 

weak signais, a large Rf is desired to both minimue the noise and maximize the 

output signai. On the other hanci, for strwg signals, a smaU RI is desired since the 

maximum input carrent is h t e d  to V,&Rf where V,, is maximum output of 

the amplifier before distortion. Therefore, by adapting RI in accordance to the sig- 

nal strength, we can increase the dymmic range without sacrificing sensitivity. 

Unforttmately, variable-gain transimpedaace amplifiers are chdenging to 

implememt because their stability is affected by changes to the feedback resistor. 

The BiCMOS implementation preseated in weyer.19941 and shown in Figure 2.8a 

re@es an additional dummy amplifier simply to generate a bias voltage and k e  

addirional variable resistors to ensure stabiüty. SimiIarIy, the design presented in 

~orramabadiJ995j and shown in Figure 2.8b recpkes two udditiond variabte 
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resistors. In both designs, the additionai variable resistors are heuristicdy fme 

tuned with no disceniMe tracking relationship with the main feedback resistor, 

making these circuits both difûcult to design. and prone to modeling errors. These 

problems are m e r  complicated for My-differentid irnplementations where the 

required number of variable resistors is doubled 

As discussed in the next chapter, part of the problem with these existing designs 

is their use of the traditionai gain stage compnsed of a common-emitter amplifier 

followed by an output buffer. The stability of the preampMer caa be greatly 

enhanced and prearnpLifier circuit signincantly simplified by adopting a different 

topology for the gain stage. This thesis presents an alternative topology that requires 

ody one additionai variable resistor whose resistance linearly tracks the main feed- 

back resistor. This simplified structure is used to reaiize a My-differential variable- 

gain transimpedance amplifier whose stability depends oniy on the tracking of iden- 

tical pairs of resistors. The bandwidth of the proposed preamplifier is aiso better 

controlled than those of the previousIy mentioned designs. Controlling the band- 

width improves sensi- by rejecting out-of-band noise without the need for addi- 

tional filtering. Although a constant-bandwidth, variable-transimpedance amplifier 

was presented in wlson,1997], experimental results for that work have yet to be 

reporied. 

Dumrny 
amplifier 

a) weyer, 19941 b) morramabadi, 1 995l 

Figure 2.8 Two existing variable-gain transimpedance amplifier designs. 
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Ambient Light Rejection 

In an optical WireIess link, the receiver must operate in the user environment, 

and must be able tu detect signals even in the presence of strong ambient light. 

Ambient light affects a receiver by generating additional shot noise at the photo- 

diode and by superimposhg an additiond Iight signal on top of the desired signal. 

The contributon of shot noise can be calculated with Equation (2.1) ushg the aver- 

age curient level of the ambient Iight. Additional shot noise reduces a receiver's sen- 

sitivity, but is unavoidable since the noise has a white spectnmi and is added directly 

to the desired signal. In contrast, the ambient light signal itself can be electrically 

filtered if it is constant or varying at a much lower fiequency than the desired signal. 

In situations where the desired signal is weak, the photocurrent generated by ambi- 

ent light can overwheh the signal. For instance, curent IrDA standards speciQ a 

maximum arnbient iight level of 4 9 0 ~  w / c m 2  that is over a hundred times larger 

than the minimum signal intensity of 4p l / c m 2   DA, 19971. 

There are various sources of ambient Light, bath natural and artScid. For optical 

wireless receivers that typicdy use Si photodiodes, we are primarily interested in 

characterizing ambient light sources in the near innared spectnmi wor- 

eira, 1997,19951. Direct sunlight is the rnost intense source of ambient light with sig- 

nificant power in the infrared spectnmi. Howem, its intensity varies slowly. 

Incandescent and fluorescent Iamps are the two rnost common artificial Light 

sources. Incandescent lamps dso radiate signiscant power in the infiared spectnmi. 

Since they are powered directiy off the h e  voItage, their intensity is modulated at 

the power line fiequency (Le., 50Hz or 60Hz) and its higher harmonies. In contrast, 

fluorescent lamps driven by electronic ballasts emit relatively low levels of infiared 

light, but they produce penodic iight f l u ~ t i o n s  with sigdicmt harmonie compo- 

nents up to lMHz ~oreïra,1997], ~am&dmn,1996]. 

There are two main aitematives for rejectbg ambient iight at the preampIifier. 

One solution is to ac couple the photodiode to the preamplifier as shown in Figure 

2.9a Pdojarvi, I997], [Ritter, 19961, [Petri, 19981. H m  the hi&-kquency signal 
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current, i,, passes through, whüe the dc component, Ide, is blocked and shunted 

away through resistor, R This solution has two major drawbacks. Firstly, for mono- 

lithic implementations, large on-chip resistors and capacitors are required to achieve 

a sufEciently low hi&-pass cut-off kqneacy, and to minmii7e the noise contnibuted 

by the additional resistor. These passive elements occupy signincmt area and are 

sensitive to parsisitictoupled noise. Secondly, the bias voltage across the photo- 

diode varies with the average photocunent since the voltage at the anode is given by 

Ide x R. As a nsult, the overail receiver bandwidth is affected by the signal and 

ambient light levels. 

Figure 2.9 Ambient photocment rejection techniques: a) ac coupling, b) 
active feedback loop. 

The alternative to a passive RC network is to use an active feedback loop around 

the transimpedance amplifier as shown in Figure 2.9b. Level detection based on the 

peaks of the signal is effective ~anabe,l998], [Swark,l993], but assumes that the 

average cmrent is constant and requires a reset mechanism. An aiternative is to use 

average lwel detection- Although this is essentidy achieved in the preampiifier pre- 

sented m prass,1994], the redtmg dc rejection is more of a side effect of the bias- 

hg rpquirement of the preampMer. This thesis presents an alternative structure m 

which the feedback loop does not impose constrajnts on the design of the transim. 

pedance ampIifier. The resalting ambient light @ection circuit requks less area 

and effectively regdates the photodiode bias voltage. 
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23.3 Low-Voltage Operation 

As mentioued in Chaptcr 1, low-voltage operation has become a design require- 

ment for many new applications of optical communications. The two main motivat- 

ing factors are system integration, and iower power consrmiption, especially for 

portable applications [Neuteboom, 19971, [van der Woerd, 19921 and those requiruig 

battery backup makamuni, 19991, [SackingerJ 9991. Traditional fiber-optic systems 

have not had to deal with low supply voltages because they have Iargely been 

designed for performance rather than cost. As such, a good deal of work remains on 

the development of Iow-voltage optical transmitters and receivers. 

For the transmitter, the challenges principaily involve light generation and mod- 

ulation. As supply voltages decrease, they wilI approach the forward-bias voltage 

required to turn on many of today's LEDs and laser diodes. New ernitter designs, 

such as vertical cavity d a c e  emitting lasers (VCSELs), are being developed espe- 

ciaiiy for low-threshold operation [Sugboto, 1 9971, Dga, 1 9993, [Yang, 1 9951. In 

addition, the modulation of light to encode information is also a challenge, and 

novel techniques ailowing hi&-speed modulation in spite of Iow voltages are cur- 

rently under investigation [Shi,2000], [Qasaimeh, 1 9971. 

On the receiver end, the main chalIenges of Iow-voltage operation are a reduced 

signal swing that limits dynamic range, and a low photodiode bias voltage which 

lowers quantum efficiency and increases device capacitance. The preampliner, in 

particular, must being able to mrurimize the photodiode reverse bias voltage while 

simultaneously maintaining a large signal swing. These are confiicting goals for 

many exîsting transimpedance amplifier designs as illmtrated by the single-transis- 

tor ampMer shown in Figure 2. IO. in Figure 2.10a, the anode of the photodiode 

drives the input of the amplifier. An optical pulse generates a photocunent is that 

sourced into ampliner whkh comrerts it into a negative-going pulse at the ampli- 

fier's output. The maximum output voltage swing is @en by VGs - V,,, = Y, 

where Vt  is the threshold voItage of a MOSFET. For a typicd 0 . 3 5 ~  CMOS pro- 

ces, the ttrnshoid voltage is about 0.6V, and so the swing represents about 60% of a 
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IV supply. Unfortnnately, this large swing is achieved at the cost of a reduced bias 

on the photodiode. The bias voltage is VDD - Y, = 0-2 V, or only about 20% of 

the supply voltage. The opposite problem is encountered when the transimpedance 

amplifier is driven fiom the cathode of the photodiode* To reverse bias the photo- 

diode, the anode is now connected to ground, Here, the bias voltage on the photo- 

diode has been increased to 0.8x Unfortunately, the photocumnt is now sunk by 

the photodiode, resuiting in positive gohg puises at the ampiner's output. If we 

assume a minimum voltage drop across the bias current source of V,,, = 0.1 V ,  the 

output swing is then K t e d  to VD, - Y,,, - Y, = 0.1 V . In summary, many 

transùnpedance amplifier designs couple the output swing and photodiode bias such 

that only one of the two can be made large. 

Figure 2.10 Two single-transistor transimpedance amplifiers: a) anode 
connected @ut, b) cathode connected input. 

Few m g  designs have tried to push below 2V operation where such issues 

becorne critical. To our best knowIedge, only two su5-2V optical receivers have 

been reported [van der Woerd,1992], [Nakamura,l999]. The ht design - intended 

for the programming of h h g  aids - is limited to very low data rates, and camot 

be compared with desigos intended for high-speed communications. The second 

design, an integrated optical transmitter and receiver, achiwes 1.2 V operation, but 

re<inPes the use of low-threshold MOS transistors. We beiieve hovatiofls at both 



the device and circuit level wili  be required to ensure the long-term fe~~sibility of 

low-voltage optical receivem. In this thesis, we present a 1V optical receiver fiont- 

end irnplemented in a standard CMOS process without low-thnshold devices. The 

design incorporates both a novel transimpedance ampiifier and a novel voltage dou- 

bler capable of accepting input levels below The feedback resistor is imple- 

mented using a MOSFET operating in the Iinear region, and the gate of the 

MOSFET is biased by the voltage doubler. 

Whüe the interest in low-voltage optical receivers has emerged quite recently, 

much work has already been done to deveiop low-voltage analog circuits. Innova- 

tions such as the switched-opamp [Steyaert, 19931 and the nested-Miller compensa- 

tion technique [You, 19971 are good examples. Oae obsemtion that appties to many 

low-voltage circuits is that they differ signincantly fiom their traditional counter- 

parts, and as such must be nanalyzed Such was ou. experience with the low-volt- 

age h?iosimpedance amplifier, and it caiIed upon us to furthet hestigate alternative 

methods of circuit analysis which is the subject of the next section. 

2.4 CIRCUIT ANALYSE3 TECHNIQUES 

Nodal and mesh d y s i s  are the two traditional forms of linear circuit analysis. 

Each involves deriving a set of linear equations using Kirchhoffs Current (KCL) 

and Voltage (KVL) Laws [Bobrow,1987$ Other circuit anaIysis techniques specifi- 

cally suited for andyzing feedback structures include topology-based feedback 

analysis and feedback andysis based upon r e m  ratios. 

TopoIogy-based feedback analysis, as exempiified by [Sedra,1998], is per- 

formed by partitioning a feedback circuit into a forward amplifier and a feedback 

network as shown in Figrne 2.1 1. This method reqnires us to identfi the method 

used to sample the output and the method used to mix the feedback signal back to 

the input, 



Feedback 
Network 

Figure 2.11 General structure of the feedback amplifier. 

The aitemative method of analyzing feedback circuits requires determining the 

return ratio of a dependent source in an active device found in the feedback circuit. 

The r e m  ratio is then used to calculate quantities such as gain, and input and out- 

put impedance [Rosenstark. 19861. Onginally outlined by Bode [Bode, 1 9451, its 

main advantage over topology-based andysis is that it neither requires the partition- 

ing o f  the arnpliner into two distinct components nor requires the identification of 

the sarnpiing and mixing rnechanisrns. If we consider the model of the feedback 

amplifier shown in Figure 2.12 in which the controlled source xb npresents, for 

instance. the transconductance of a transistor that is part of the intemal feedback. 

the retum ratio, T, can be dehed by the foliowing passage: 

"The return ratio, with reference to contro fled source xb LF defined 
as the negative of the variable x, which ispmduced when the depen- 
dent source xb i& replaced by an independent source of the same 
nature andpolarity but of stmgth k al1 independent sources are set 
to rem and afl other conditions in the system are l e  unchanged 
fiom their normal operating conditions. B'2 

Figure 2.12 Feedback amplifier model posenstark, 19861. 



2.4.1 Transistor Feedback Ampliner: A Comparative Example 

To ilIUSfCate and compare these three circuit d y s i s  techniques, consider the 

two-stage feedback ampiifïer taken fiom [~ose1l~fafk,l986]~ and shown in Figure 

2.13. Assuming the transistors have a transconductance g, = lOOmS and 

= 100, let us determine the input and output resistance as weU as the voltage 

gain of the amplifier. 

Figure 2.13 Two-stage amplifier with feedback. 

Nodal Analysis 

We proceed by deriving a smaii-signai circuit and determining a set of nodal 

equations using KCL at nodes 1, 2, 3, and v,. The resulting relations can be 

expressed in the following state-space equation: 

where 



- - 

For v, = 1 V ,  the solution is 

and the gain is simpiy the output voltage, or 

Gain = vo/v, = 18.34. 

The input resistance can be caiculated indirectiy using the expression 

To determine the output resistance, we can inject a unit test current at the output and 

calculate the resulting output voltage. As such, matrix A and vector X remain 

unchanged but now 

" = h s t  

By settmg the test current to ULUty, the d t i n g  solution is 

and the output resistance is 
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Direct nodal analysis is mathematicdy exact and straightforward to solve with 

the aid of caicuiators or computers capable of matrix operatiom. However, notice 

that the solution requi.re!d the substitution of numbers into the parameters; had we 

kept the parameters and perfomed a symbolic analysis of the circuit, the resuiting 

expressions would have been very cornplex and fiu too cumbersome to provide 

much insight into the circuit's operation. 

Topology-Based Feedback Analysis 

Greater insight into the effect of feedback on this amplifier can be obtained 

using topology-based anaiysis. Although other interpretations are possible, the feed- 

back amplifier in Figure 2.13 cm be seen as senes-shunt configuration in which the 

output voltage is sampled and then mixed back to the input as a voltage signal. FOC 

lowing the process outIined in [Sedr;51998], we can partition the circuit into a for- 

ward amplifier and feedback network as shown in Figure 2.14. 

Figure 2.14 Topology-based feedback andysis: Small-sipaai circuits for 
a) forward ampIifier and b) feedback network 
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The gain of the forward ampIiner cm be expressed as 

w here 

The feedback network, comprised of a simple resistor divider can be expressed as 

P = R~ = 0.053 
RE +Rf 

Thus the resulting loop gain is AB = 671.6 x 0.053 = 35.62. To determine the 

closed-loop gain, we apply the standard closed-loop feedback expression 

The input resistance of the forward ampIifier can be seen to be 

Although not immediately apparent, the source resistance R, must be included when 

determirhg RhA since the derivation of the feedback equation assumes that R, is 

absorbed into the input resistance of the forward amphfier. The output resistance of 

the forward amplifier is 

With the application of feedback, the input tesistance is mcreased while the output 

resistance is decreased, bot6 by a factor of (1 + AB) = 36.62. As such, the port 



resistances of the fcedback ampiifier are 

and we arrive at the same results obtained using nodal analysis. In addition, how- 

ever, we also gain some degree of insight into the role of feedback in this circuit, 

and have determined the loop gain to be a measure of the amount of feedback used 

in the circuit, 

UnfortunateIy, there are nurnerous limitations with this technique. FUstly, we 

face the challenge of ûying to make al1 circuits confonn to the classical feedback 

structure. As such, this technique is Iimited to circuits with a single or dominant 

feedback loop. In addition, we must identiQ the topology that best refiects the feed- 

back sampling and mkhg mechanisms of the circuit. Often this is not apparent For 

circuits that do not approxHnate the ideal feedback structure, al1 nonideaiities such 

as loading effects must be accounted for by adding port parameters to the p ~ c i p l e  

blocks, The values of these parameters are obtained through a process of modifving 

the original circuit and deriving various characterÎstics under short-circuit and open- 

circuit conditions. This process is involved and prone to mistakes. Lady, this andy- 

sis implicitly assumes that both the forward ampliner and feedback network are uni- 

lateral. In other words, we assume that the signal traverses forward only thmugh the 

amplifier and the output is fed back oniy through the feedback network. With many 

practical circuits, this is an assimiption whose vaiidity is difticult to ascertain, and 

should the underlying assumptions prove to be inaccurate, there is essentialIy no 

recourse. With this method, the accuracy of every anaiysis rnust be verified using 

exact d y s i s  or cornputer simuIation. As such, this method is not exact and is best 

thought of as an intuitive aid to understanding feedback circuits. 
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Feedback Andysis Using Retum Ratios 

The third method of d y z i n g  the feedback amplifier uses retum ratios. The 

entire solution is @en in [~osenstark,1986l~ so only a summary is presented here. 

To caiculate the r e m  ratio, the smd-signai circuit is dtered so that the original 

voltage dependent curent source is replaced by an independent source, xb = $ , as 

show in Figure 2.15. The r e m  ratio, determined as the negative of x,, is cdcu- 

Iated to be T = 34.9. In addition, two characteristics called the asymptotic gain, 

A, = 18.9 , and the direct transmission gain, A, = 0.388, are detemllned in order 

to apply the Asymptotic Gain Formula to find the actual closed-Ioop gain: 

The input and output resistance are obtained using Blackman's Impedance For- 

mula [Blackman,1943]. The formula states that a port impedance is given by 

where 

T,, is the retum ratio when the port in question is shorted to ground, 
Toc is the rem-ratio when the port in question is open-circuited, and 
Z0 is the measured port impedance when the intemal feedback is disabled 

I 
Figure 2.15 SmaiI-signai circuit used to calculate r e m  ratio. 

4. Example L 1, pp. 1 2-23. 
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In this circuit, the feedback can be disabled by settmg the $ of transistor Q2 to zero. 

For the input port, we get the foliowing results: 

Thus, the nnal input impedance at dc is given by 

For the output port, we get the following resuits: 

The final output impedance at dc is given by 

Zo,, = ZOut0/(1 + Toc) = 338R/( 1 + 34.9) = 9.43R 

:. R,,, = 9.4352 

As expected, the final analysis rem(ts are the same as those obtained with the 

other anaiysis methods. We see that similar to topology-based feedback analysis, 

anaiysis using retum ratios also provides some insight into the effect of feedback on 

this circuit. The advantage here over topology-based analysis is that there is no need 

to partition the circuit, or to identiQ the feedback mixing and sampiing mecha- 

nisms. Unfortunately, this analysis method stiii shares many of the same limitations. 

Both methods require breaking the internai feedback and analyzing modined ver- 

sions of the circuit. Determining port impedances involves measuring a variety of 

port parameters under short-circuit and open-circuit conditions. This process is 

imrolved, not at ail intuitive, and so prone to mistakes. The concept of a return ratio 

is also, at best, a dificuit concept when appIied to red circuits, as iIlustrated by the 

rather awkward dehition @en back on page 25, and as pointed out by Rosenstark 

himself: 



'Lit  is very dt&ult to define the input or output impedance of a 
feedback ampl$er iffeedback ck absent...pe acknowledge] the 
jùtiiity of attempting to mudei a feedbackarnpl~ er ar a nonfeedback F amplfler tu which feedback hm been added.." 

AIthough the r e m  ratio of 34.9 is close to the loop gain of 35.6, the two values are 

not the same, and it is difficult to relate these quantities [HuTsf,1992]. Finally, nei- 

ther feedback arialysis technique is suitable for anaiyzing circuits with multiple 

feedback Ioops or otherwise more complex feedback structures. 

As our feedback amplifier example amply demonstrates, detailed circuit analy- 

sis is chailenging even for relatively simple circuits. From the papers that are occa- 

sionally published and that attempt to present a cleam explanation of feedback 

[Hmt,1992], [Nü(olic,1998], or art alternative means of anaiyzing circuits 

[KellyJ 9701, [Ochoa, 19981, [Davis,Z000], there remains a general sense that there 

is still room for improving the way we anaiyze circuits. Ui Chapter 4, we develop 

and refme the DPVSFG analysis method, a graphitai circuit analysis technique that 

uses drhbg-point impedances @Pi) and signai-fiow graphs (SFG). The technique 

requires no approximations, rnakes no assumptions, and is not lirnited to circuits 

with a single feedback loop. Because of its use of signal-flow graphs, the DPYSFG 

method provides a designer with a visual representation of the circuit dynamics that 

enhances his or her insight into a circuit's operation. This characteristic is illustrated 

in the circuit examples in Chapter 4, and in Chapter 5 where the rnethod is wed in 

the analysis and design of a low-voltage transirnpedance ampiifier. In addition, 

Appendùc A presents the andysis of the above transistor feedback amplifier using 

the DPYSFG method, and compares the various circuit anaiysis techniques dis- 

cussed m this thesis. 



Signai-fiow graphs have long been used in many areas of engineering. On@- 

naliy devised by Mason for iinear networks ~ o n , 1 9 5 3 ] ,  they are a rnainstay of 

network theory and are commonly applied to areas as diverse as automatic control 

and data communications. This section provides an o v e ~ e w  of linear sigoal-flow 

graphs, largely for the benefit of today's reader who may not have had much expo- 

sure to network and gmph theory. Much of the following material is denved fiom 

[Haykin, 19701 and the reader is dso referred to [Mason, 19601 and [Chen, 1 99 1 and 

19971 for a more thorough treatment of this fascinating area. 

A graph is a collection of points and Iines, nspectively refemd to as nodes and 

branches. Each end of a branch is connected to a node and both ends of a branch 

may be connected to the same node. A signal-flow graph is a diagram which depicts 

the cause and effect relationship among a number of variables. The variables are 

represented by the nodes of the graph, wMe the comecting branches define the 

relationship. A typicai signal-flow graph is shown in Figure 2.16. The figure has 

four nodes, each representing a node signal 9 Between a pair of nodesj and k lies a 

branch with a quanti@ caiIed the branch transmittance represented here by the 

letters a toj: 

Figure 2.16 A hear signai-fiow gmph. 
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The flow of signals in the various parts of the graph is dictated by the foilowing 

t h e  basic d e s  which are illustrated in Figure 2.17: 

1. Figure 2.17a: A signal fiows dong a branch only in the direction defined by 
the m w  and is rnultiplied by the transmittance of that branch. 

2. Figure 2.1 7b: A node signal is equal to the dgebraic sum of d l  signds enter- 
hg the pertinent node via the inconhg branches. 

3. Figure 2.17~: The signai at a node is applied to each outgoing branch which 
originates from that node. 

Figure 2.17 Illutrathg three basic properties of signal-flow graphs. 

From these basic d e s  are derivcd the four elementary equivalences shown in 

Figure 2.18 which guide one in the manipulation of signal-flow graphs. These 

equivaiences are sufficient for the complete reduction of a graph containing no feed- 

back loops. To handle graphs that incorporate feedback loops, there are two addi- 

tionai equivalence relations. Consider a self-loop in which a node signal is fed back 

to itself as illustrated on the left-hand side of Figure 2.19a. The signal-flow graph 

represents the relation 

nom which q can be expressed exclusiveiy in terms of xl as 

and represented by the right-hand side of Figure 2.19a. Figure 2.1% illustrates the 

classic feedback structure comprised of a gain stage A, surromded by a feedback 
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network B. The signal-flow graph represents the pair of equations 

fiom which we obtain the f d a r  expression 

Figure 2.18 Four elementary equivalences of signal-flow graphs. 

In contrast to Equations (2.8) and (2.1 1 ), most rextbooks have a plus rather than 

minus sign, a result of adoptmg a comrention whereby the feedback signal is sub- 

tracted rather than added back to the mput node, Shce the difference is ody one of 

convention, we wÎU continue with om existing convention m order to remain consis- 

tent with the signal-fiow graph algebra. The quantities L and AB are commonly 

known as the loop gaia 
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Figure 2.19 Collapshg feedback loops a) self-loop, b) genenil feedback loop. 

By using the elementary equivaences in Figures 2.1 8 and 2.19, any transfer 

function c m  be derived fkom a signai-flow graph by successively collapsiag intemd 

nodes until only the input and output nodes remain. Figure 2.20 illustrates this pro- 

cess. The resdting transfer ftuiction is 

Xour - =  abc 

Xin 1 -cd -&ce 

bc 
t -cd abc 

xin -k 1 -cd -bce 
xin-xm 

e 

Figare 2.20 Determining a transfer fimction through coilapshg of sigoai-flow graph. 
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2.1 Mason's Direct Rule 

The rnanipuiation of si&-flow graphs is an effective and straightforward means of 

determining transfer fimctions for relatively d graphs. Howevex, such manipula- 

tions quickly become unwieIdy for Iarger graphs, and for such situations the transfer 

hc t ion  can be computed dircctIy. Comparing Equation (2.12) to the original sig- 

nal-flow graph in Figure 2.20% we notice that the transfer fuaction cm be expressed 

as 

where P l  = abc represents the forward transmission path nom input to output, 

and L I  = cd and L2 = bce represent the loop gains of the two feedback loops 

found in the graph. in general, the transfer fiinction of a signal-flow graph can be 

derived using the following expression, commonly hown as Mason's Direct Rule 

Mason, 19601: 

where 

Pk = transmittance of the kth forward path îrom input x,, to output, x,, 
A = 1 - (sum of ail individual loop gains) 

+ (sum of loop gain products of ail possible sets of nontouching 

loops taken two at a the) 

- (sum ofloop gain products of aiî possibIe sets ofnontouchmg 

loops taken three at a time) 

and 
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Ak = the vahe of A for that portion ofthe graph not touching the kth 

forward path. 

In this chapter, we discussed the photodetector and opticai preamplifier that 

make up the fiont-end of an optical receiver. The transimpedance ampliner is the 

most common preamplifier structure, and we descriied the three principal new 

requirernents that we wish to address in this thesis: a wide dynamic range, ambient 

Light rejection, and low-voltage operation. In preparation for our discussion of a 

graphical circuit analysis technique, we reviewed existing analysis techniques such 

as nodal analysis, and feedback anaiysis based on amplifier topology and retum 

ratios. In addition, we reviewed the basic conventions of signal-fiow graphs and out- 

lined Mason's Direct Rule. 
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C H A P T E R  

New Transimpedance 
Amplifier Structures 

In this chapter, we develop a number of transimpedance amplifier structures to 

address the three principal design requirements outlined in Chapter 2: wide dynarnic 

range, ambient üght rejection, and low-voltage operation. We begin by descnbug a 

fiily-differentai, variable-gain, transmipedance amplifier with improved stability 

compared with reported designs. Next, we present a general feedback structure for 

rejecting ambient Light. Finally, we develop a novel topology for a low-voltage tran- 

simpedance amplifier. In the process, we introduce a technique called dynamic gate 

biasing that is used in the low-voltage amplifier. Throughout this chapter, we will 

present simulation results of the proposed designs. 

As mentioned in the pmrious chapter, reported variable-gain transimpedance 

amplifiers are ciinicult to stabtlize Meyer, 1 9941, [Khorramabadi, 1 9951. The key 

probfern with these designs is that they are based on the traditional two-stage topol- 

ogy consisting of a comrnon-source gain stage followed by an output buEer. By 

adopting a different topology for the gain stage, the stability of the preamplifier can 

be gready enhanced and preamplifÎer circuit significantly simplified. 

Figure 3.1 shows the proposed structure together with the traditionai topology. 

The main ciifference is the shunt feedback second stage that is used in place of the 

source follower. The proposed structure was origmally presented by Hdiett and 

Moustakas for ked-gain transimpedance amplifiers DuiIettJ98 11. The structure 

adopts a transconductance-transmipedance gain stage [Cherry,1 9631, [Cherry, 19681 

with an additional output stage that provides smalI-signai mversion to achieve nega- 

the feedback The open-loop voltage gain of the ampMer is, 
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which is typicaily in the range of ten to a few hundred Coincidentally, the same 

expression is obtained for the traditional design assuming the output source fol- 

lower has unity gain. 

Figure 3.1 Two transimpedance amplifiers: a) pmposed (local shunt feedback), 
b) traditional. 

The stability of these circuits cm be analyzed by breaking their feedback loops 

at points B and C. Figure 3.2 shows the main feahuPs of the loop gain for both cir- 

cuits. The frequency where the loop gain of the transimpedance amplifiers is unity is 

approximately 

where CpD is the photodiode capacitance. The stabiliîy of the ampliners is deter- 

mhed by the relative position of o, to the non-dominant pofe, apZ. From Equation 

(3.21, we see that o, increases when RI is reduced In contrast, we cm assume the 

non-dominiuit pole is not sipnincantiy affected by Rf. Hi&-fiequency gain peak- 

h g  occurs when a>, cornes too close to op2. To prevent this, the onity-gain fre- 



guency should track changes in R /. SpecificaiIy, ifresistor RI codd track Rf , a, 

wouid rernain constant and stabüity would be maintaineci, In addition, since the 

closed-loop bandwidths of the h'ansimpedance amplitiers are approxirnately equal 

to the WUty-gain hquency, 

by having RI track R /, we ideally also achieve a bandwidth that is constant and 

independent of the transimpedance gain. 

Figure 3.2 Frequency plot of loop gain for both transimpedance amplifiers. 

in summary, adapting either transimpedance ampii.fier for gain requires 

the tracking of resistors RI and R The dinicdty in meeting this ûacking require- 

ment is the key clifference between the two structures. Tracking is difficult m the 

traditional topology for a number of rasons. First, as we can see fiom Figure 3. lb, 

the tenninal voltages of RI and Rf are very different. Given a low supply voltage, 

these resistors wiU iikely be realized with different MOSFET types to ensure that 

the transistors remain in triode operation: R I ,  biased close to Vdd, requires a p- 

charnel device whiie Rf, biased closer to grouad, r e m s  an n-charnel device. 

Gettmg MOS tesistors to track when one is n-type and the other is ptype is inher- 

ently challenging. Secondly, there is a voltage drop across RI that is not present 

across Rf. The voltage drop occurs because RI is responsible for qp1ying the 

bias cment of M, . As a result, RI is always doser to saturation than R /, making 

tracking especidy di.f6icult wben the signais are large. As a dt, the &sting 
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designs based on this topology introduce a source-degeneration resistor for M I  

whenever handling large signais in order to maintain stability. The voltage &op 

across RI also implies that changing RI changes the bias voltage on node 1. The 

amplifier reported in weyer, L 9941 attempts to solve this by leaWig the original R 

fixed, and by adding another variable resistor with one terminal comected to node 1 

and the other terminal comected to the ewvalent node of a dummy transimped- 

ance amplifier that is requirrd simply in order to recreate node L 's bias voltage. 

The problems iwolved in tracking RI and Rf are avoided with the proposed 

design because R I  is now placed in a shunt configuration much in the same way as 

RI. As illustrated in Figure 3. fa, the resiston have essentially identical terminal 

voltages, with one terminal biased at VGsI and the other terminai comected to 

the output. nius, both resistors can be implemented using the same type of MOS- 

FET. The problem of a fixed voltage &op across RI is eiiminated because neither 

resistor handes any bias current. This structure also nicely accounts for any nonlin- 

earities in R I  and Rf ; in large signal conditions when the MOSFETs approach sat- 

uration, they do so in conjimction and tracking is maintained.' This characteristic 

suggests that the structure is equdy weIl suited for limiting amplifier designs that 

use nonlinear feedback elements to achieve clamping. Nthough RI  and RI can be 

designed to track to any fixed ratio, we cm simplify the design by making R I  and 

R/ equal* 

Optimuing the bandwidth requires an analysis of the proposed amplifier. A 

maII-signai model is shown m Figure 3.3 where Cf is the shunt feedback capaci- 

tance across the gate and drain of M,, and Ci and Co are the total capacitances at 

the intemal node and output node respectiveiy. 

- 
Figure 3 3  SmaIi4gaaI model of three-stage ampIifier. 



Because ofthe presence of the two capacitors, Ci and Co, the second stage exhibits 

a second-order response. Assuming gm2 >> I /rd,, and 1 / R I  , and CI E< Ci and Co, 

the fiepuency response is approximately 

. , . I 
'in ' i C o  2 gmzCfs + s +- gm2 

By tuning Cf, we can make the poles of this transfer fimction complex, resuiting in 

the foIlowing design equations: 

There are many ways to approach the design of this circuit. Typicaiiy, a variable- 

gain transimpedance amplifier is optimized at its maximum gain setting for a 

desired bandwidth, and at lower gain settings only the stability of the circuit needs 

to be confirmed weyer,l994]. We can begin with the design of the second stage. 

For a given bandwidth - which, as shown earlier, is essentially equal to o, - we 

can deterrniue the maximum value of R,  using Equation (3.5) by estimating the vai- 

ues of g,, , Ci, and Co based on dwice geometry and power dissipation, and by 

choosing a non-dominant pole fiequency, CO,, SUfficientiy higher than o, (a reason- 

abIe choice is a, = 201,). Equation (3.6) can then be used to find the value of Cf 

comsponding to the desired Q-factor. A Q-factor of 1 /fi = 0.71 was selected to 

achieve a rnaximally-ftat response [Seth, 19971 for the intemai second-stage trans- 

impedance amplifiers. Given the photodiode capacitance, CPD , and estunating 

gmI , Equation (3.2) then determines the maximum d u e  of Rf . 

The differentiai version of the varÏab1e-ga.h transimpedance ampMer is shown 

in Figure 3.4. Compared to the singie-ended version in Figure 3.1% the transcon- 

ductance fnst stage is now realized using a pchaane1 differential pair. This dows 
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the input transistors to be placed in an isolated n-weH to reduce substrate noise at 

the cost of slightly m e r  t h e d  noise [Johns,1997]. Devices M5 and M6 oper- 

ate singleendedly, biasing each output at around IV, and elimmating the need for 

common-mode feedback. The bverting b s e r  required in the singleended design is 

eliminated in the diffintia1 versi011. Instead, smd-signai inversion is accom- 

plished by simply mss-coupling the differmtial outputs [Coppoolse, 19961. The 

maximum signai current is determined by the tail current of the input differentai 

pair. This is because the differentiai signal curent that passes through Rjab  is 

essentially mirrored to the internai cumnt, i, , that passes through R , , b .  Cment 

i, is suppiied by the differential pair and so is W e d  to haif the tail current. 

M1,2 = 24xWO.S 
M3.4 = 12~1011.2 

Y 
M3a.4a = 6~1010.6 
M5.6 = 6~1010.6 

Ut- M7,8 = t2x&/û.6 
M9.10 =12x16/l.2 
Mal =24x810.6 
Ma2 = 24x16119 
W b  =60fF 
Cla,b = 60fF 

3.4 Fdy-differentiai CMOS variabie-gain transimpedance ampmer. 

The rrarisimpedance amplifier is designed to provide a maximum gain of 20 kR 

over a 70 MHz bandwidth. We assume an input capacitance of 5 pF which is typicai 

of large photodiodes used in opticai wireless receivers. Device models for a 0 . 3 5 ~  

CMOS process were used, and the nnaI transistor ~ e n s i o n s  are shown in Figure 

3.4. Using a transistor excess noise factor of Z3 [Abidi, I986], the total simdated 

input-referred noise current of this amplifier at its m h u m  gain is 44nA, which 

over a bandwidth of 7 0 W ,  represents an average noise current density of 

S . ~ ~ A / ~  . A detailed noise analysis of this circuit is presented in [HuUett, 198 11. 



In order to keep the power dissipation below 10 mW, we limit the taii cumnt of the 

ûmshpedance amplifier's input différentia1 pair to 800 W. This sets the maximum 

input cunent to 400 @. If we defint the dynamic range of the amplifier as the ratio 

of the 44nA noise floor obtahed at its maximum seOSitivi@, to its maximum input 

cumnt of 400@, this preamplifier has a dynamic range of 79.2 dB (electricai) or 

39.6 dB (opticaI). 

With a transirnpedance gain of 500Q a 400 pl current produces a 200 mV out- 

put voltage. Hence, the variable-transimpedance amplifier is designed to provide 

gains fiom 20 kn (86 dBQ) d o m  to 50C SL (54 a), representing a gain range of 

32 dB. The simulation r d t s  shown in Figure 3.5 were obtained using the pass 

transistor arrays described below. The results verifjr that the frequency response of 

the amplifier is well behaved across the gain range. The simdated bandwidth is dso 

well reguiated, varying only within a factor of two (Le., fiom 68 MHz to 130MHz) 

while the gain varies by a factor of 40 (32dB). The drop in bandwidth at the lowest 

gain setting c m  be amibuted to the increased signincance of gm5 and gm6 on the 

tmsimpedance gain of the internai second-stages. Strictly speaking, the transim- 

pedance gain of these stages is proportionai to ( l /gm5 - Rfa, b )  , and not simply 

-RI,, as assumed in the earlier discussion of the Ioop gain. 

The four variable resistors of the transimpedance amplitier are identical. h 

order to reaiize the desired gain range, each resistor is comprised of three pairs of 

pass transistors as ülustrated in Figure 3.6a Each pass transktor can either be 

tumed off or set to one of two lesistance values by controlling the gate bias voltages 

as shown in the inset of Figure 3.6b. Wth three differently scaled pass transistors, 

each havhg ihree settings, the digitaüy-controiled pass-transistor array has the abil- 

ity to reaiize 33 = 27 diffèrent resistance values. In order to rnaximke lhearity, 

cornplementary n- and p-channel MOSFETs are use& and the n-weUs of the p-chan- 

ne1 devices are tied to the ontput of the array to eIiminate the body effect. A pendty 

in speed of about 40% is incurred as a resuit of the added capacitance due to the n- 

welIs. SimuIations show that the variable resistor rem& within &IO% of its nom- 

inai d u e  for voltage drops wahin k0.3 Y. 
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Figure 3.5 Simulated fiequency response of variable-gain transimpedance 
mlifier, 

2.4V Vbnl 

in 
O :: .I 

1 010.5 
25/1.3 

W P ~  
I 

Figure 3.6 a) Pas-transistor anay used to impiement variable resistor, 
b) detaü of p a s  transiœstor. 
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3.2 A FEEDBACK TOPOLOGY FOR AMBLENT LIGHT REJECTION 

As descriied in Chapter 2 on page 20, photocurrent due to ambient light cm be 

rejected at the preampIifier stage by placing a feedback Ioop around the transimped- 

ance amplifier. The proposed structure is shown in Figure 3.7 where the outer feed- 

back loop is comprised of an error amplifier and transistor, Mctl. The rejection 

circuit operates as follows: the dc component of the photocurrent produces an offset 

in the average leveh of the ciifferentai outputs as illustrated in Figure 3.8a. This off- 

set is integrated over t h e  by the enor amplifier. Transistor Mc,/ acts as a variable 

current sink which, at steady-state, dmws the average photocurrent, Id,, away fiom 

the signal path as shown in Figure 3.8b. The average photocurrent consists of the 

ambient photocurrent and the dc component of the signai. 

Vref Transimpedance 

? Prearnplifier 

Figure 3.7 Opticai preampli6ier with ambient photocurrent rejection. 

Using a differemtiaî signal path helps maximize the preamplifier's immtmity to 

noise fiom the power supply and substrate. The photodiode, however, is comected 

to oniy one terminal. This creates an asymmetry at the input ofthe differential sûuc- 

tme. As a remit, an additiod capacitor Cdr, shown in Figure 3.7, is reqykd at the 

other mput of the transmipedance amplifier in order to match the photodiode capac- 

itance and to rebalance the circuit Perfect matchmg ensures that noise injected at 

the bias voltage, Y,,/, appears as a common-mode signai that is effectively rejected 
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Figure 3.8 Differential output waveforms a) without ambient photocurrent 
rejection, b) with rejection. 

by the differential structure. In practice, however, some mismatch can be expected, 

and additional measures such as adding an on-chip tuning capacitor poon,1997] 

may be required to improve rnatching. Another solution is to use the differential 

topology pmented in [Zmd,1999] that altogether eliminates the need for the 

dumrny capacitor. 

The characteristics of the ambient photocumnt rejection circuit can be studied 

by breaking the Ioop at point A in Figure 3.7. The Ioop gain is given by 

where ATIA(s) and A,(s) are the fiequency responses of the transimpedance 

amplifier (TM) and error ampüner respectively, and gmcrl is the transconductance 

of Mca. Since the error amplifier acts as an integrator, in the ideal case its fk- 

quency respoose is given by 

where coTcrr is the uni@-gain hquency of the error amplifier. The resulting closed- 

loop response of the feedback structure is 

where 
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From Equation (3.91, we see that the kqueocy response of the feedback structure is 

essentiaily that of the original transEnpedance amplifier, AnA(s) , with an addi- 

tional high-pass filter with cut-off fkquency aHp. 

The anaiysis above assumes that the error amplifier is an ideai integrator. In 

reality, the error amplifier will have both a finite dc gain and additional high-fie- 

quency poles. The h i t e  gain places a limit on the attenuation of the ambient photo- 

current. However, this is not a major concern since the ambient photocurrent oniy 

needs to be attenuated enough so as to not saturate the preamplifier. The high-fk- 

quency poles of the error amplifier, in contrast, are a concem because they affect the 

stability of the feedback structure. 

Nyquist's stability aiteria recpires that the loop gain of this structure, given by 

Equation ( 3 3 ,  must have a magnitude Iess than unity when the phase equals 1 80°. 

This condition implies an upper E t  on the value of g,,,[ that is related to the 

maximum transimpedance gain. In addition, the error amplifier should be designed 

so that its high-fiequency poles are located significantly beyond those of the tran- 

simpedance ampmer in order to not affect the passband response. 

The error amplifier was designed using a common two-stage CMOS opamp 

topology [Johns,1997] and is shown in Figure 3.9. The large bias cumnt at the out- 

put stage was requized to move the non-domlliant poles to a sufficientiy high fre- 

quency. Pole-splitting and lead compensation through transistor Mc,,, and a 

substantial5 pF capacîtor dso helped ensure stabiüty. The optimized circuit has a 

dc gain of 94 dB and a dominant pole at 150 Hz, and its open-loop response is 

shown in Figure 3.10 for various compensation resistor values. 

Retrrming to the issue of an upper bound for transconductance gmctl, since tran- 

sistor Mctt is biased by c m n t  Id,, gniett is proportionai to the square root of Id,. 
This ieads to the interesthg observation that the preampliner's high-pass cut-off 

fkquency is a hc t ion  of the average photocurent, This relationship can be seen in 

the simuiated fiecpency response shown in Figure 3.1 1 for different average photo- 

cmrentshm5pAdowntoSnk 
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Mi2 =4~lO/ l  
M3.4 = 1x1011 
M5 = 20x1011 
M6 =20xt010.8 
M7 =30x(011.2 
Ma1 = 2xt010.8 
Ma2 =3x10112 
Cc =SpF 
Mcomp = 1 W0.S 

Figure 3.9 Error amplifier circuit. 

Figare 3.10 Sunulated open-loop gain of em>r amplifier. 

Understanding the impücaticns of this dependency on Id, is easier when we 

consider the signai and ambient light sources separateIy. The most criticai situation 

occurs when the ambient Light overpowers the signal. Here Id, is essentiaiiy the 

photocorrent due to the ambient light. From Figure 3.1 1, we can conclude that the 

feedback Ioop is self-regdahg m this case, becoming more effective at rejecting 
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Figure 3.11 Frequency response of preamphfier with dc photocurrent rejection for 
different current Ievels, 

ambient iight as the level inmases. When the Ievel is low, the feedback loop - or 

more precisely, transistor Mal - is nearly off. Since Mai is located right at the 

input, any thermal noise it generates adds directly to the signal current. Having Mai 

tum off maximùes the preamplifier's sensitivity in Iow ambient iight. When the sig- 

nai is much stronger than the ambient iight, the saturation ofthe preamplifier can be 

prevented by simply adjusting the preamplintr gain. nius, the ambient photocur- 

rent rejection circuit is not criticai here, and can be disabled or Iimited in order to 

eliminate this dependency on Id=. 

ui situations involvhg large dc photocumnts, provisions are rrquired to lirnit 

both gmCtl and the highpass cutsff fhquency in order to prevent the preamplifier 

fiom filtering the signal. For instance, h m  Figrne 3.1 1 we see that at S e ,  the cut- 

off frequency exceeds 1 MHz, and the outer feedback loop is begioning to affect the 

passband response of the transhpedance amplifierL Idealiy, we would like some 

method of timiting the current that passes through transistor M& This Limit must be 

greater than the ambient photocnrrwt generated by the photadiode under the bright- 

est conditions (e.g. direct Sunlight). A potentiai solution wodd be to redirect the 

excess photocurrent hto another current source that is static, but which can be 

switched on when needed In this way, the new current source does not change the 
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loop dyliamics, but simply off-loads some of the current transistor Mctl wodd oth- 

erwise need to draw. 

Ruorescent iamps with electronic ballasts require speciai consideration. These 

lamps do not have strong emissiom in the infrared spectnmi, so saturation of the 

preamplifier is usually not a problem. However, the rapid nring of the ballasts pro- 

duces interference patterns with harmonies that cm reach I MHz moreira,l997]. 

Consequentiy, additional hi&-pass nItering may be needed M e r  dong in the 

receiver to reject this interference. 

3 3  A LOW-VOLTAGE TRANSIMPEDANCE AMPLIFIER 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, one of the primary challenges of designing optical 

preamplifiers capable of low-voItage operation is maximizing both the output signal 

swing and the bias voltage for the photodiode. Towards this end, we dweloped the 

novel transimpedance structure shown in Figure 3.12. This circuit merges two sepa- 

rate ideas: a sub 1-V cunent minor pjns,1993], ~eluso,1997] and a transimped- 

ance amplifier based arouad a current-gain ampiifier mlson, 1997. 

Figare 3.12 A low-voltage transimpedance amplifier. 

The sub 1-V current miaOr is shown in Figure 3.13. The current mUror differs 

from a nomal minor circuit with the additional device Mt at the input Since the 
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impedance looking hto the somce of MI is much lower than the impedance looking 

into the drain of Mt, the input cumnt will be redirected up through MI and into 

node A. The injected charge wilI adjust the gate voltage of M2 such that at steady 

state, the input current is redirected dom through MF Since M3 has the same gate- 

to-source voltage as Mi, the input cunent is dupiicated at the output. However, 

unlike a normal mirmr whose input is biased at V,, the input voltage here is 

(Vbias - VGSI) which is adjustable and c m  be reduced to VDs,otz, the saturation 

voltage of M2, before device M2 drops out of the active mode of operation. 

Figure 3.13 Sub 1-V current minor. 

A transimpedance ampliner based around a current-gain amplifier is show in 

Figure 3.14. The amplifier uses the traditional transimpedance structure of a gain 

stage shunted by a feedback resistor, but the traditional voltage amplifier is replaced 

by a current amplifier. The schematic convention used here is adopted fiom 

 ohas as, 1 99q2. Here, the arrow marks the input and the direction of current flow, and 

A, is the open-loop cumnt gain. It cm be shown that the transimpedaace gain of 

this structure is 

where R, is the amplinefs input resistance which is typicdly Iow. A direct imple- 

mentation of Figure 3.14 usulg the cnrrent mirror m Figure 3.1 3 wodd r e m  that 



the feedback resistor be attached amss  the input and output ports of the current 

&or as found in other so-called 'current-mode' designs yVanisri, 1992 and 19951. 

Unfortunately, such a configuration wodd set the output bias voltage to that of the 

input terminal, or vDssa12, and the redtÏng circuit wodd have essentiaily no out- 

put swing. To overcome this problem, the left terminal of the feedback mistor is 

instead attached to node A in Figure 3.13. 

The a b a t -  to Vary the gain of a transimpedance amplifier is especially crucial in 

enhancing the dynamic range of low-voltage circuits where the signal swings are 

sevenly limited in addition, a constant bandwidth is desirable for variable-gain 

transimpedance amplifiers because it helps eliminate outsf-band noise, thereby 

enhancing sensitivity in wen the lowest gain settings. 

Ideally, the topology shown in Figure 3.14 achieves this desired gain-bandwidth 

independence by virtue of its use of a current amplifier pilson,1997]. Recall that 

the feedback signal in a transimpedaace amplifier is a current. When the gain stage 

is a cumnt amplifier, the feedback signai is simply the output curent of the ampli- 

fier and is independent of the value of RI which determines the overall transimped- 

ance gain. 

In conhast, when the gain stage is a voltage amplifier, the feedback resistor is 

used to convert the output voltage back into the feedback current The smaller the 

resistance, the larget the feedback cunent. Incr~asing the feedback signai in tum 

increases the closed-loop bandwidth of the transimpedance amplifier. As discussed 

in Section 3.1, gain-bandwidth independence can be achieved by having the open- 

Ioop gain track the transimpedance gain, as represented by the tracking of resistors 

R , and Rf in the two designs shown in Figure 3.1. Thus, tbrough different mecha- 

nisms, both the proposed transùnprdance amplifiers represented by Figure 3. la and 

Figure 3.12 achieve gain-bandwidth independence. 

Retuming to the proposed preamplifier circuit in Figirre 3.12, we c m  see that the 

input voltage can be set to VDSd whkh is about 2OOmV. The resulting photo- 

diode bias voltage is (YDD - vDssat2) which, for a IV suppIy, is about O.8V or 
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* 
Figure 3.14 Transimpedance am&fier utilizing a current gain stage. 

80% of the supply. This amplifier possesses a large output swing because data 

pulses fkom the photodiode are injected into the preamplifier, resultiog in negative- 

gohg output pulses. Since the output is biased at VGS3 = Vti> + VDSmr3 and can 

swing dom to vDSstri3, the amplifier has an output swing equd to the threshold 

voltage, Y,. For a 0.6V threshold voltage, an output swing of O.6V represents 60% 

of a IV supply. Thus, in contrast to the design5 pnsented in Chapter 2, the proposed 

structure achieves both a large bias voltage and Iargc signal swing. It should be 

noted that the bias voltage is maximized because of the use of a common-gate input 

stage. Thus, the possibility exists for other common-gate topologies panisri, 1992 

and 19951 to provide a large bias voltage while having otherwise distinct character- 

istics. 

Having proposed a novel low-voltage circuit topology, the next step is to ana- 

Lyze the circuit and to optimize the design. The basic dc characteristics of transim- 

pedance gain and input and output resistance cm be derived nom a few 

obsemations based on the simplined dc srna-signal circuit shown in Figure 3. L 5. 

The first observation is that the input cumnt is dinded amongst the drain currents 

of MZ and M , ,  so that 

or equivalently that 



'in 

Figure 3.15 SÏmpMed DC srnaII-signal circuit of low-voltage preamplifier. 

By combinmg Equations (3.1 1) and (3.12), we obtain the dc transimpedance gain 

The input nsistance is obtained by simply applyhg KCL to the input terminal 

which combined with Equation (3.1 1) gives 

The output resistance can be determined by applying a test current at the output as 

shown in Figure 3.16. From this circuit corne the two relationships, 

and the resulting output resistance is 

WhiIe the preampEer7s dc characteristics can be derived quite easiiy, the opti- 

mization of the design requires a deeper understandmg of the fÎeqnency response of 

the circuit which is much more complex Figrire 3.17 plots the simdated fhquency 

responses of four implementations of the proposed preampüner usbg different tran- 
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Figure 3.16 Small-signal circuit for deteminhg the preamplifier output 

sistor sizings and resistor values. The responses vary significantly in their resulting 

bandwidths and gains, and the trade-offs become even more complex when we also 

consider their noise performance. The analysis of this circuit is chalienging. As we 

shail see, this circuit possesses no leu than three feedback loops that are coupled 

together, making it difncult to apply the traditional feedback anaiysis techniques 

reviewed in Chapter 2. Nodal anaiysis is an option, but the resuiting transfer funcc 

tions are too cumbersome to help guide our design. As an exarnple, the transimped- 

ance gain of the circuit is given by 

CpD is the photodiode capacitance, Ch and Co, are the total input and output 

capacitances contriiuted by the ampHer, CA is the total capacitance seen on node 

A, and R and Cf are the shunt feedback e s t o r  and capacitor. Similarly complex 

expressions can be denved for the input and output impedance and noise densities 
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of the amplifier. In practice, we need to derive a set of relations that embody the 

essence of the circuit and characterize its design tnidesffs. DPYSFG analysis has 

the potentid to fulfiII this re@ement, The method is presented in Chapter 4, and 

its application to the low-voltage traasinipedance amplifier is presented in Chapter 

5. Before proceedÏng, however, we need to conclude this section by discussing one 

final design challenge for the low-voltage transimpedance amplifief: the implemen- 

tation of the feedback resistor. 

Figure 3.17 Simulated firequency responses of four Iow-voltage transim- 

- 

I D -  

pedance designs with 3 dB bandwidths as indicated. 

, > .  % - , a .  . . 1 

3.3.1 Dynamic Gate Biasing 

The variable feedback resistor of the transimpedance amplifier can be imple- 

mented usmg either an NMOS or PMOS transistor operating in the iinear region. An 

NMOS device is prefened, however, because its decreased resistance tmder large 

negative-going signals &es soft Lmsitmg that fiirttier enhances the dynamic 

range of the preampliner. Biasing the gate of the NMOS device is a chaiienge. As 

illustrated by the typical bias voltages m Figure 3.12, the source and drain of device 

Rf are already biased near the supplY For a IV snppIy and without low-threshold 

devices, a charge pump is required tu bias the gate above the available q p I Y  In 
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order to induce a conductive chamiel in the MOSFET, the bias voltage should be 

approximately 

or basicdiy double the gate-source bias voltage of a transistor. 

Figure 3.18 iliustrates two techniques for generatbg such a bias voltage. The 

first technique, shown in Figure 3.18% involves using a voltage doubler to power a 

bias network consisting of a current source driving two, stacked, diode-connected 

MOSFETs. Since the voltage doubler uses a capacitor to maintain its output level, 

any current dram by the bias network produces a ripple in the output voltage that is 

proportional to the current. Given the sensitivity of the prearnplifier, any systematic 

ripple in the bias voltage should be avoided An alternative technique illustrated in 

Figure 3.18b uses the voltage doubler to double the gate-source voltage of a single 

transistor and then to directly drive the MOSFET gate - a process referred to here 

as dynamic gate biasing (DGB). With DGB, no cunent is drawn from the charge 

pump, and ideally no ripple is generated In practice, some ripple is generated 

through parasitic current Ieakage, charge injection, and clock feedthrough. These 

nonidealities will be discussed as part of the experimental results presented in Chap- 

ter 6. 

Figare 3.18 Two options for generating double a gate-source voltage. 



While the use of DGB is @te established in memory circuits [Calligaro, 19961, 

[Gerber, 198 11 and switched-capacitor circuits 19981, [Cho, 19951, there has 

been little reported work in app1yhg it to the stable biasing of transistors. Previow 

publications have already suggested usÏng this technique for opamp compensation 

networks [Zhou* 19973 and for huiing continuous-time filters wonna, 19941, but to 

date, no experimental results have been presented We believe our work is the first 

experimentai verifkation of DG%, and that DGB will likely becorne an increasingly 

common technique as analog designers look for ways to meet the challenge of 

decreased supply voltages. 

The voltage doubler required for DGB is unique in numerous respects. Firstly, 

power efficiency is not a concern since the doubler is only driving the gates of 

MOSFETs and does not supply output power. Secondly, the doubler has a separate 

input because the bias voltage we wkh to double is different fiom the supply. 

Thudly, the doubler can accept input levels that lie near the thnshold voltage. This 

ability is important in low-voltage applications where the bias voltages are often 

only slightly higher than the device threshold voltage. 

There are numerous doubler and multiplier circuits, but few are suited for low- 

voltage operation. The two traditional topologies are the Dickson [Dickson, 19761 

and Cockcroft-Wdton [Cockcroft,1932] charge purnps. Both designs use strings of 

diodes and so suffer a forward-biased diode voltage &op of about 0.N between 

stages, making them extremely inefficient at Iow supply voltages. A rnodified Dick- 

son topology capable of operathg down to a 12V supply was presented in [Wu, 

19961 and M e r  enhanced in 19981, but the necessary modifications are com- 

plex, and the circuit still Mers nom a forward-biased diode voltage drop at the out- 

put The output is also prone to large ripples due to the diode-codigured output 

stage. Designs that are based on switched-capacitor techniques are g e n d y  sim- 

pler and better suited for low-voltage operation [Silva-Martinez, l994], 

[Favrat, 19981. The doubier presented in [Silva-Martinez, ,l994] is efficient and pro- 

vides good accmacy, but its NMOS output switch reqyks an internai voltage tripler 

that codd pose a reliabiiity problem if Ïmplemented m today's deep sub-micron 
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CMOS technologies with low gate breakdown voltages. In contrast, the doubler pre- 

sented in [Favrat, 19981 avoids the need for a voltage tripler by using a PMOS output 

switch. The design is simple and efficient, and we chose this design as the bais for 

our doubler circuit 

The basic CMOS doubler circuit is shown in Figure 3.19 makagome, 199 11. The 

circuit uses a dock signal @, and its non-overlapping opposite Q2 . The circuit 

operates in the following manner: switches M I  and M2 are altemately switched on 

and off in order to charge capacitors CI and C2 to the voltage YB (assuming the 

low level of the clock is equal to OV); when the charging is complete, the clock sig- 

nals at the top plates of the capacitors, @, ' and a2', wiU be the same as the original 

clock signals but will have been shifted up by Y B  as illustrated in Figure 3.20. Out- 

put switches swl  and sw2 are thed so that the output load sees oniy the high 

phases of <PI ' and Q2', and the resulting output voltage is constant at 

where V p p  is the peak-to-peak swing of the dock signals. Normally, 

and the output is double the supply voltage. In order to double a bias voltage, one 

could imagine h p l y  powering the doubler circuit using the bias voltage. Unfortu- 

nately, as discussed in Favrat, 19981 and p u ?  19981, voltage doublm have diffi- 

cuity operating with supply voItages near the threshold voltage. However, by 

making a clear distinction between the desired bias voltage and the supply voltage, 

we can redesign the voltage doubler to greatly expand its operating range. 
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Figure 3.19 Basic Charge pump ce11 with output switches. 

Figure 3.20 Steady state waveforms for charge pump. 

The proposed bias voltage doubler circuit is shown in Figure 3.21. The circuit 

overcomes the low-voltage constraint by using, wherewr possible, clock signals 

that have the full-supply d g .  The circuit consists of three tightly-coupled charge 

pump cells: the main cell respomile for doubling the bias voltage, and two cens 

responsiible for driving switches. Clock signais a), and a2 switch fiom OV to 

VDD = 1 Y ,  while signais aIVB and <Pzm have a reduce swing equd to the bias 

voltage, V B  , which we will assume here to be 0.8N. To help reduce clutter in the 

schematic, the gate connections of M l ,  and M,, , were extended from the gate 

straight through the dwice where the body terminal is n o d y  found. As suc4 the 

gates of M I  * ?  are comected together as are those of ML 4p 6 .  
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Figure 3.21 Proposed bias voltage doubler. 

The centrai charge pump is shown in Figure 3.22. As shown on the side, the 

pump generates clock signais with the full IV swing of the supply and an indepen- 

dent Ievel shift of YB = 0.85 V. The main charge pump responsible for generating 

the bias voltage is highlighted in Figure 3.23. Instead of the usual cross-coupling of 

gates, the switches are &en by the central charge pump. During 0 ,  , switches M l  

and M3 close to comect the top plate of C3 to VB. At the same time, the bottom 

plate is connected to OV. During Q2, the bottom plate is raised to Y B  and the top 

plate is boosted to double Y B .  Capacitor C4 undergoes the same operations, but on 

the opposite clock phases. 

Figure 3.22 Central 

V'=O. 8SV 

ml a2 

charge p m p  for grneratmg main switch control signds. 
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Figure 3.23 Main charge pump for doubling the input bias voltage. 

Finaily, the output switches M, and M8 are driven by the third charge-pump, high- 

lighted in Figure 3.24. Compared to the central charge pump, the third charge-pump 

uses a slightly lower level-shift voltage so that the gate-source voltages of switches 

M, and M8 are OV when the switches are open and IV when the switches are 

closed. Although the output switches could have been connected to the central 

pump, the additional charge pump provides an added degree of fkedom for improv- 

ing the output resistance of the switch. For example, given a worse case threshold 

voltage of -0.8V, the gate-source voltage in excess of the threshold would be 

reduced to O.ON With the separate charge pump, this voltage is 0.2V, or four times 

greater. 

Figure 3.24 Charge pump for drMng ontput switches. 



The bias voltage doubler requjres non-overlapping clock signals to cIearly 

detine the two phases of the circuit's operation. A non-overlapping dock generator 

based on ~arth,1981] was incorporated into the doubler circuit and is shown in 

Figure 3.25. 

Extemai 

Figure 3.25 Nonsverlapping clock generator. 

To iI1ustrate the expanded range of the proposed bias voltage doubler over that 

of the basic charge pump ce11 shown in Figure 3.19, we ran two simuiations of the 

two circuits at start up. For the basic charge pump, the supply voltage was equal to 

the desired bias voltage. A smaU output load capacitance of 0.5 pF was chosen to 

speed up the transient response. The first simulation used an input voltage of O . 8 N  

and is shom in Figure 3.26. We see that both circuits corne to within 2 h V  of the 

ideai level. The slight undershoot is a result of parasitic capacitance on the top 

plates of the level-shifting capacitors. This undershoot can be easiiy compensated 

for by increasing the input bias voltage. The response of the proposed doubler is 

fàster due to the reduced switch raistance afforded by the dedicated charge p m p  

driving the output switches. In the second simulation, the input bias voltage is 

reduced to 0.7N. As shown m Figure 3.27, ody the proposed doubler circuit man- 

ages to reach the d&d leveI in this case. W1th the basic charge pump, the 0.7N 

supply provides a reduced dock swing that is barely enough to initiaDy tum on 

switches M l  and M, , and the switches q@ckIy become ineffective as the threshold 

voltages of switches M I  and M2 mcrease due to the body effect 
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Figure 3.26 Simulation comparison of step-up responses for proposed bias voltage 
doubler and basic charge pump to a 0.85V input (CL = 0.5pF).  

Figure 3.27 

ideal ( 1 SV) ........ - proposed 
œ - œ -  basic 

Smiuiation comparison of s t e p q  responses for proposed bias voltage 
doubler and basic charge pmnp to a 0.75V input (CL = O.5pF). 



In this chapter, we presented circuit techniques to reject ambient Iight, to 

enhance the dynamic range, and to enable the Iow-voltage operation of transimped- 

ance ampliners. Enhanced dynamic range was achieved through a ~ y ~ e r e n t i a l ,  

variable-gain, transimpedance amplifier. The amplifier uses an intemal shunt feed- 

back topology, and overcomes many of the stability challenges found in previous 

designs. Simulation resuits w m  presented for a CMOS implementation that con- 

sumed 8mW at 3V, and provided 70 MHz bandwidth over a 77dB dynamic range 

with a maximum transimpedance gain of 20kR and a gain range of XdB. 

Ambicnt tight rejection was achieved by placing the proposed trarisimpedance 

amplifier within a larger feedback loop. The feedback topology eliminated the need 

for large passive devices and improved the reguiation of the photodiode bias volt- 

age. We analyzed the stability requirements of this structure and its implications on 

the component error amplifier. The low-fiequency behaviour of the circuit was 

found to be dependent on the ambient üght levei, and we discussed ways to reguiate 

the feedback loop to control this dependency. 

Low-voltage operation was achieved with a novel transimpedance amplifier 

structure and with dynamic gate biasing. The transimpedance amplifier was capable 

of IV operation without the use of low-threshold devices, yet provided a wide out- 

put swing and maximized the a d a b l e  bias voltage for the photodiode. We 

descnied dynamic gate biasing and the use of charge pumps to bias and tune MOS 

resistors. The complex internai feedback mechanisms of the proposed amplifier 

makes its analysis dificuit, and motivates our investigation into the DPYSFG 

method, a graphicd circuit analysis techniqne that is presented in the next chapter. 
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C H A P T E R  

The DPUSFG Analysis 
Method 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

A good circuit analysis technique can aid circuit design. Beyond determinhg 

conect voltages and currents, it should dso provide insight into the circuit's opera- 

tion and dynamics. This chaptex describes an approach to circuit analysis based on 

driving-point impedance @PI) analysis and signal-flow graphs (SFG), approprb 

ately named DPUSFG anaiysis [Ochoa, 19981. The method involves reprasenting 

circuit equations using signai-flow graphs and then performing graph aigebra and 

using graph reduction techniques to obtain circuit transfer fimctions [Ochoa, 1999aI. 

There are numerous advantages to circuit analysis using the DPVSFG method. 

First, the method provides a systematic procedure for deriving a signal-flow graph 

representation of a circuit. The redting visual representation cm enhance a 

designer's understanding of the dynamics of a circuit. Arguably, the signal-ffow 

graph (SFG) is a more intuitive representation than a set of  Iinear equations derived 

fiom nodal or loop anaiysis. The technique reqyires no approximations or assump- 

tions, and is not Iimited to circuits with a single feedback Ioop. The structure of the 

SFG mll.rors that of the circuit, enabling one to correlate a circuit's behaviour with 

its structure. In anaiyzing feedback circuits, DPUSFG analysis does not hvolve the 

physicd breakhg of feedback loops. Consequentiy, it avoids the intrusive and enor- 

prone process of anaiyzirtg altered circuits that is inherent in feedback anaiysis 

based on topology [Sedra, 19981 or return ratios Posemtark, 19861. Manipdating an 

SFG is aIso fùndamentdy Werent than aitering a real circuit because an SFG rep- 

resents an absttact algebra with a complete set of axioms and rules for manipda- 

tion. An SFG's branches and nodes are ideal elements that cm be kely  

manipdated without having to consider loading efEects. FinaIiy, DPVSFG d y s i s ,  

imlike topology-based feedback analysis, neither requires one to determine the feed- 



back topology of a circuit nor to assume that the feedfomard and feedback compo- 

nents m unilatemi, 

Of course, no d y s i s  technique is without its limitations. The DPYSFG analy- 

sis method only applies to linear circuit networks, including d - s i g n a l  circuits. 

As mch, ail dependent sources must be a Linear function of parameters and signals 

within a circuit. Although al1 node voltages are represented in the SFG, the currents 

flowing through circuit elements are generaily not represented directly. Instead, the 

technique uses the concept of short-circuit currents that will be descn'bed in this 

chapter. Consequently, an additionai stage of computation is sometimes required to 

determine currents flowing through elements. 

Although DPVSFG anaiysis has only recently been reported [Ochoa,1998], 

many of its elements can be traced back to the circuit analysis techniques and inter- 

pretatiom developed by Mason and Zimmermann Mason, 19601. For example, they 

introduced the concepts of short-circuit currwts, driving-point impedances, and the 

placement of awciliary voltage sources for analyzhg circuits.' As well, in the pro- 

cess of developing node-voltage basis analysis, they descnied how mch concepts 

could be applied to forming si&-flow graphs - in essence, desmihg a M e -  

work for DPVSFG analysis? In the end, however, a systematic analysis method was 

never formulated nom these concepts. The concepts were included largely to pro- 

vide a physicai interpretation of Mason and Zimmermann's techniques, and they 

were presented aiongside many other possible interpretations of circuit behaviour. 

The DPYSFG method was fht presented as an andysis techaique in its own 

right by Ochoa [Ochoa,1998]. Ochoa's description of the technique dexived fiom a 

circuit anaiysis method based upon &hg-point impedances and the use of a d -  

iary voltage sources to disable feedback [Keily,1970]. Essentidy, Ochoa extended 

Kelly's work by proposing a systematic application of auxi'liary voltage sources 

throughout a circuit in order "to produce a system of coupied subcircuit problems 

that are easier to solve than the originaI circuit." [OchoaJ 9981 In addition, he dem- 
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onstrated the effectiveness of representing such systems using signal-flow graphs. 

Ochoa has shce applied the DPVSFG method to noise and stabüity analysis 

[Ochoa,1997,1999a]. 

Thus far, DPUSFG analysis has been explained principally through specific cir- 

cuit examples, making it difficult to generalize the method for arbitrary circuit net- 

works. For example, none of the reported examples involve floating voltage sources. 

In this thesis, we develop a general formulation of the method suitable for a l l  linear 

networks, k t  by justifying dnving-point impedance analysis as a cause-and-effect 

interpretation of Kirchhoff's Currwt Law, and then by applying signal-flow graph 

theory. Throughout this chapter, we iliustrate the method on a range of circuits 

involving transistors and ideal building blocks. Our two particular contriiutions are 

in showing how circuits with floating voltage sources are handled, and in re-deriv- 

ing Blackman's Impedance Formula using DPI/SFG analysis. 

The final contriiution of this chapter is in the area of education. Our motivation 

for pursuhg the development and refinement of the DPYSFG method is deeply 

rooted in the belief that we can improve the way in which we analyze and teach 

feedback circuits. This chapter is intended to give the reader a thorough undentand- 

h g  of the DPUSFG method. Throughout the chapter, original circuit examples are 

presented to illustrate how DPYSFG analysis is applied to a wide variety ofcircuits. 

These examples are meant to help the reader with the mechanics of the method as 

weil as to highlight some of the strengths of DPUSFG anaiysis in providing insight 

into the operation of circuits. 



Consider an intemai node within an arbitrary circuit nebwork comprised of pas- 

sive elements and current sources as iIlustrated in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1 General circuit node. 

From Kirchhoff s Current Law (KCL), we can express the net current into node n as 

(v, - v n > ~ n j  + Z ini = O 

This c m  be rewritten in a cause-and-effect forrn in which the effect - node voltage 

v, - is presented as the resdt of the various causes - aii admittances, current 

sources, and the other node voltages: 

Dri&g-point sh*rt-circuit 
impedance current 

in the form of O b ' s  Law, and indicates that the voltage at a node 

can be expressed as the product of an impedance and a current. We can reinterpret 

this forrn of KCL for hear networks in terms of amiiiary voltage sources as shown 

in Figure 4.2. For the moment, we can imagine that each of the node voItages are 

now determined by an independent voltage source. 



Figure 4 2  Interpreting 
sources, 

- l d  - - * 

~ h h o f f s  Current Law using awiliary voltage 

From Equation (4.2), we see that the impedance term is simply the herse  of the 

sum of the admitîances of aII passive elements attached to the node. More generalIy, 

the term can be interpreted h m  Figure 4.2 as the impedance seen at node n when 

d l  cumnt sources (including dependent sources) and the auxiliary voltage sources 

at other nodes are set to zero. We define this as the driving-point impedance @Pr) 

of a node, and represent this impedance by the symbol ZDP . 

The second term of Eqyation (4.2) represents the superposition of c m n t s  flow- 

ing into node n that are generated by individual current and voltage sources when ail 

other sources including vn are zeroed InitialIy, ail current and voltage sources are 

treated as being mdependent; later, the constraints for ail dependent sources are put 

back m place to re-establish the circuit's tnie behaviour. Aithough, the validity of 

temporarily treating dependent sources as independent is not clearly stated in some 

circuit theory tactbooks ~avis,2000], the practice is weU-established wason,l960] 

and is sometimes referred to as tqing Pavis, I998]. Since the second term of Equa- 

tion (4.2) cm be interpreted as the net cumnt that flows into source v, when vn is 

zeroed and node n is essentidy shorted to grormd, we dehe  this current as the 

short-circuit ctrrrent of a node, and represent it with the symboi I,,. It is important 

to distinguish this short-circuit curent ficm the actuaI net current that enters the 

node, which of corne, is aisivays constramed to zero by KCL. 



The representation of a node voltage as a ZD, x I,, product can be used to 

analyze entire circuits. As a first attempt, the procedure can be expressed in the fol- 

1, Attach auxiliary voltage sources, v,, to each node of the hea r  circuit net- 
work. 

2. Determine the driving-point impedance and short-circuit current of each 
node. 

3. Finally, the circuit equations are represented by the DPI relations for each 
node, 

Vn = Z D P ~  *  SC^ (4-3) 

and by the relations that dictate the values of d l  sources, both dependent and 
independent. 

Ultimately, the concept of placing a d a r y  voltage sources is not essential. The 

idea is simply a convenient paradigm for guicihg our anaiysis and allowing us to 

apply our traditional understanding of superposition. 

EXAMPLE 4.1 A SIMPLE LINEAR CIRCUIT 

We cm demonstrate DPI analysis with a simple example. Consider the circuit in 

Figure 4.3, and determine the node voltages given that Ra = 1 SL , Rb = 5R, and 

id, = 1 A .  

Figure 4.3 Simple circuit example to dernomte  DPI analysis. 

Begin by placing aU](iliary voltage sources at nodes 1 and 2. When current source 

I& is zeroed, nodes 1 and 2 are isolated As such, the ckiving-point impedances are 
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For the short-circuit cunent of node 1, we see that we have contn'butions fiom both 

current sources, thus 

For node 2, current is being drawn out of the node by source h, thus, 

The final step involves re-establishing the original constraint placed on current 

source, Ix  = 2 Yb,  and setting the node voltages to the products of their respective 

driving-point irnpedances and shortcircuit cments: 

4.2.1 The Complete DPI Analysis Procedure 

To date, published material on DPYSFG analysis have not shown how the 

method can be applied to circuits that contain floating or dependent voltage sources. 

In this section, we refine the DPI analysis procedure to accommodate for voltage 

sources. Voltage sources pose a slight problem in the practicd application of KCL 

because the current through a voltage source is unconstrained. Since both nodal and 

DPI analysis tecbniques are simply appücations of KCL, both techniques r e m  

provisions for handling voltage sources. For nodal d y s i s ,  this inchdes the con- 

cept of the supernode [Bobrow,1987]. No new concepts are leqimed for DPI d y -  

sis. However, the procedure that was outlined in the previous section needs to be 

refomdated and generalized. Consider the simpIe circuit in Figure 4.4 that contains 

- one floating voltage source. If we attempt to foilow the same procedure used in 
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EXAMPLE 4.1, we fmd that the driving-point irnpedance for both nodes is zero 

since the nodes are shorted to grormd by the voltage sources. For the same reason, 

the short-circuit currents of both nodes are W t e .  Thus, 

and we have no m e r .  

Figure 4.4 Example circuit containing a voltage source. 

The problem lies in out choice of auxiliary voltage sources. From Figure 4.4, it 

is clear that a circuit with two nodes cm have at most two independent voltage 

sources, and by adding both vl and vy, we have overdetermined the system. In prac- 

tice, we need to reduce the number of awliary voltages sources we add by the num- 

ber of voltages sources that exist in the original circuit. Notice that we have not 

changed the DPI rnethod, and so no proof is nquHed for the modification. We have 

simply made explicit how DPI analysis is applied to circuits containuig voltage 

sources in order to uphold the principle of superposition.The placement of auxiliary 

voltage sources is covered m the finit step of the procedure which cm now be 

expressed in the following way: 

1. Given an arbitrary linear circnit network containing n+I nodes (one of 
which is reference grounci), and A voltage sources (including dependent 
ones), attach n-k auxiiiary voltages sources, each with the negative termioal 
grounded, to inchidual nodes in the network so that when an voltage 
sources are zeroed, every node is effectively shorted to ground. 



In graph theory, this amomts to creating a network in which we cm select a tree 

made up entirely of voltage sources. A tree is defined as a gtaph with n nodes and 

containing a minimum number of branches (Le., n-1) that manage to span all  the 

nodes of the graph. It is usefbi to recognize that a tree cannot contain any loops: any 

graph containing loops has p a t e r  than the minimum nurnber of branches since the 

removal of any one branch of a loop does not affect the nirmber of nodes spanned. 

The remaining two steps of the rrialysis procedure must be adapted to reflect the 

fact that now not every node is associated with an auxiliary voltage source. The 

complete DPI analysis procedure can now be eqressed in the following steps: 

DPI Circuit Analysis Procedure 

1. Given an arbitrary hear circuit network containing n+l nodes (one of 
which is reference ground), and k voltage sources (including dependent 
ones), attach n-k atailiary voltages sources, each with the negative terminal 
gromded, to individual nodes in the network so that when al2 voltage 
sources are zemed, every node is effectively shorted to ground. 

2. Determine the dnving-point impedance (ZD,) and short-circuit current 
(I,,) for each node with an auxiliary voltage source. 

The driving-point impedance is the impedance seen by the awiliary voltage 
source when al1 other sources - whether voltage or cumnt, dependent or 
independent, existing or awuliary - are set to zero. Algebraically, it is the 
inverse of the sum of aII admittances attached to the node: 

where yRj represents the total admittance between nodes n and j. 

The short-circuit current represents the net current that %ows inlo the 
iary voltage source when the source is set to zero. The short-circuit m a t  
is a Iinear hc t ion  of al1 the other sources in the circuit wbich, for the 
moment, are considered independent When the circuit does not contain any 
fioating voltage sources, the short-circuit current is given by 



where v, represents the voltage at node j and ink is the Kth current source 
attached to node n. When floating voltage sources exist in the circuit, the 
shortcircuit current conmiutiom of those sources must be added to Equa- 
tion (4.5). These currents must be determined by analyzing the circuit 

3. Re-establish the original behaviour of the circuit by applying the constraint 

= ' D P ~  'SCR (4.6) 

to ail of the auxiliary voltage sources. For al l  other sources, both voltage and 
current, re-establish their original values or their dependence relationships. 
Ail remaining nodes without an auxiliary voltage source have their voltage 
determined as a sum of existing and awiliary sources. 

Retuming to the circuit in Figure 4.4, this time we add only one auxiliary voltage 

source at either node 1 or 2. Ifwe decide to use node 1, the voltage at node 2 is then 

determined by 

When Vdc is zeroed to determine ZDPI, VI sees Rb together in parallel with R, 

Thus 

For the short-circuit current, with VI set to zero, the voltage at node 2 is -Vdc. This 

generates a current that flows fkom node 2 to node 1, thus 

As a result, the node voltages are 

This section has focussed on the ftrst W o f  the DPUSFG rnethod, namely cir- 

cuit analysis using drivnig-point Impedances. The second half of the method deals 

with the representation of DPL analysis ushg signal-fiow graphs. 
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4 3  DPUSFG: COMBINING DPI ANALYSIS AND SIGNAL-FLOW GRAPHS 

DPIBFG andysis combines m g - p o i n t  impedance analysis and signal-flow 

graphs. DPI relations are of the fom 

and they are natudy represented in sigoal-flow graphs because they represent a 

cause-andsffect relationship. DPUSFG analysis follows the same procedure out- 

lined in Section 4.2.1 for DPI analysis. There are certain characteristics that signal- 

flow graphs take on when derived fiom DPI analysis. The basic DPI relation in 

Equation (4.7) is represented in the SFG space by two nodes, Iscn and vn, and a con- 

necting branch Zm Short-circuit cunent node Ise, has only one outgoing bmnch 

with a trammittance, ZDPn, but rnay have many incoming branches. Conversely, the 

auxiliary voltage source node v, has ody one incoming branch, Zm, but rnay have 

many outgoing branches. To help distinguish these nodes fiom more generai ones, 

we employ the node conventions shown in Figure 4.5. Apart from this, however, the 

signai-flow graphs presented here codorm to the standard d e s  and conventions. 

A systematic procedure c m  be used to help construct signal-flow graphs in DPI/ 

SFG anaIysis. Begin by drawing ail the ZD, x 1, node pairs, then add the driving- 

point impedance for each node. FiIl in the transmittance branches by workhg h m  

each voltage node and by adding a transmiittance branch from the present node to 

each short-circuit current node that the present node affects. FinaIiy, add the trans- 

mittance branches that re-establish the constraints on the dependent sources, and 

place node values to specify the values of independent sources. 

C . 
* Short-circuit node amüiary voltageg ' 

source node 

Figure 4.5 Basic node commtions. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2 A WNEAR CIRCUIT WITH FLOATING VOLTAGE SOURCES 

This example serves to illustrate how DPVSFG analysis can be applied to gen- 

erai linear circuits, mcluding those containhg voltage sources. The circuit is show 

in Figure 4.6 and includes two floating voltage sources, one of which is dependent. 

AU resistor values are @en in d t s  of Siemens ( S  = A/ V ), and we want to deter- 

mine the node voltages. 

Figure 4.6 Sample circuit with voltage and cumnt sources. 

Smce the circuit has four nodes that are not ground and contains three voltage 

sources, we oniy need to add one auxiliary voltage source. In order for ail nodes to 

be shorted to ground when aU sources are zeroed, the awiliary source can be placed 

at nodes 2.3, or 4. Since dependent source v5 is a fimction of voltages at nodes 1 

and 2, we can choose node 2 so that vs becornes simply the difference between 

sources vl and v2. Our four voltage sources are then VI, va vs, and v6. To determine 

ZDm we zero aU sources except v ~ ,  obtaining the circuit shown in Figure 4.7. By 

inspection, 
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Figure 4.7 Simplified circuit for determining ZDP2. 

Notice how the 2s conductance can be ignored as its terminais are shorted together. 

Short-circuit current isc2 is determined by consideriug the effect of each source sep- 

arately. With a litde practice, the following procedure can be done by inspection. 

For the sake of clarity, however, we iliustrate the individual short-circuit compo- 

nents in Figure 4.8. Notice from the subckuits of sources vs and vg, that any ele- 

ment connected across the source does not contribute to the short-circuit current as 

the element and source form a loop around which current can circulate. 

2A source: 
2s  

iG4 - - 8s 

source: 4 s  

vs source: 

Figure 4.8 Simplined circuits austrating short-circuit contributions of four 
separate sources. 



The tnial step involves re-establishing the constraints on the voltage sources, giving 

The resdting SFG is shown in Figure 4.9a. Node voltages v3 and v4 are left out in 

order to simplify the graph. These nodes are not part of the chosen voltage tree, and 

their values cm be easily detennined once the voltages of the tree are known. The 

SFG can be simplified to that in Figure 4.9b which conforms to the traditional feed- 

back structure of Figure 2-19 f o n d  on page 37, and as such, we can use the equiva- 

lence relation to obtain the nnal equations: 

Notice from the SFG that, because of the zero transmittance, the value of v6 has no 

affect on the voltage at node 2! Again, this is because any c m n t  v6 generates cÎr- 

d a t e s  around through the 2s conductance remltiag in no net cunent into node 2. 

Such obse~vations heIp illustrate the way in which signal-flow graphs cm provide 

us with insight into the operation of a circuit, reveaiing relations that are not b e -  

diately apparent h m  the circuit. 

4.4 DETERMXNING PORT IMPEDANCES 

Once an SFG has been generated for a circuit, the port irnpedance at any node 

can be detemhed by inserthg a test current source at the node of interest and deter- 

mining the effect of its current on the node voltage. AIthough one can also apply a 



Figure 4.9 a) Fùial signal-0ow graph for circuit in Figure 4.6, b) Simplified SFG. 

voltage and measure the current drawn fiom the test source, the fict that the current 

is not represented on the SFG complicates the process. Consequently, in practice, a 

test current is preferable. As we shdl see in the foliowing examples, determining 

port impedances using DPVSFG anaiysis is cornrenient b e c a w  a good portion of 

the calcuiations are common with those for determiaing other transfer characteris- 

tics, thereby reducing the total work involved. 

EXAMPLE 43 A uNITYGAIN O P E M O N A L  AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

Besides i11ustrating the cdcdation of port impedances, this example also highlights 

how DPUSFG andysis cm be appiied to circuits utili2ing operational amplifiers. 

We wish to fmd expressions for the gain and the input and output resistance of the 

unity-gain b s e r  shown in Figure 4.10a while accounting for the finite gain and 

f i t e  input and output resistance of the op amp. 
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Figure 4.10 a) Unity-gain buffer, b) Schematic showing Internai op amp model, and 
the test cuffent sources for determining the input and output resistance. 

Figure 4. lob shows the schematic of the unity-gain buEer cornplete with the op 

amp's interna1 model, and test current sources iti and ito used to measure the input 

and output resistances respectively. The circuit has t h e  aodes so we use the exist- 

h g  voltage source v, and place two awiliary sources vi and v, at the input and out- 

put of the ampüner. In contrast to EXAMPLE 4.2, ail voltage sources are reférenced 

to ground. As such, calculating the short-circuit currents is much easier, and the 

intermediate SFG that is s h o w  in Figure 4.1 1 can be readily determined by inspec- 

tion. The h a l  SFG shown in Figure 4.12 is obtained by explicitly representing the 

constraint on voltage source v, 

Figure 4.11 Signal-flow graph for miity-gain circuit prior to adding constrahts 
on dependent s m e s .  



Figure 4.12 Final signai-flow graphs for Mity-gain circuit showing al1 voltage 
constraints. 

The final signal-flow graph cm be simplified as shown in Figure 4.13 to hi&- 

Light the relationships needed to find the gain and input and output resistances. 

I / r ,  

Figure 4.13 SimpUed SFG fiom Figure 4.12. 

The voltage gain c m  now be easiiy determined by inspection 

It is useful to note that, for the voltage gain, vi is considered an independent source. 

Thus, the graph can be opened at node vi using the substitution theorem, and the 

feedback path h m  v, to i, can be disregarded. We c m  simplifi Eqaation (4.8) by 

utilinng the tàct that 



lcid D ro and 1 Irid << A V h u  

thus giving us the expected approximation of uni@, 

For the input resistance, we apply a test current iti while setting 1 

use Equation (4.9) to sirnpw the expression for the input resistance 

(4-9) 

ito to zero. We cm 

Equation (4.10) is consistent with our knowledge that feedback increases the input 

resistance by a factor of ( 1 + A,) . For the output resistance, we set the input volt- 

age vi to zero and apply test current i,. With vi = O ,  the feedback loop fkom v, to 

i, is again disabled, and the resuiting resistance is 

Once again, Equation (4.11) is consistent with our knowledge that feedback 

decreases the output resistance by a factor of ( 1 + A,) . 

4.4.1 Deriving Blackman's Impedance Formala 

In addition to detemiining the port impedances of g e n d  circuit networks, DPV 

SFG aIlitlysis is particularly effective for d - g  feedback ampliiters. In this sec- 

tion, we illustrate how Blackman's Impedance Formula can be derived using DPY 

SFG d y s i s .  Although other derivations tising signal-0ow graphs exîa 

[Robichaud, 196 11, the folIowing derivation uses DPYSFG andysis to derive the sig- 



nal-flow graph of a generaI feedback ampli-fier. 

To explain Blackman's Impedance Formula, consider the feedback amplifier 

model shown in Figure 4.14. Within the amplifier is a controlIed source, w, that is 

related to the controhg quantity x by 

where k is constant parmeter. Although shown as voltages in the figure, the quanti- 

ties w and x may represent either voltages or currents. As initiaily presented in Sec- 

tion 2.4, Blackman's Impedance Formula states that the impedance at a port of a 

feedback amplifier is given by 

w here 

T,, is the retum ratio with reference to controlied source w when the port is 
shorted to ground, 
Toc is the retuni-ratio when the port is open-circuited, and 
Z0 is the open-loop impedance, dehed as the measured port impedance 
when the intemal feedback is disabled, eithw by forcing the contrded source 
w to zero or equivalently by sethg the parameter k to zero. 

Feedback AmplMer 
1 

Controlled source 

'P 4 
- - - - 

Figure 4.14 Feedback amplifier model. 

In DPUSFG adys is ,  the port impedance is determhed by applying a test cur- 

rent, $,, to the port of Ïnterest and measuring the resuiting voltage, vp. The SFG for 

the feedback ampMer is shown in Figure 4.15. The graph is complete m that aIl 

possi1e interactions between the port and the controkd source have been repre- 
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sented by the vaxious transmittance branches. For instance, transmittance TV rep- 

resents the overaii transfer fimction fiom the controiIed source w to the short-circuit 

current node of the port. In practice, these transmittaace branches are determined 

through coilapsing appropriate portions of the si@-flow graphs of acrual circuits. 

Figure 4.15 General SFG of feedback amplinet in Figure 4.14. 

To relate the SFG in Figure 4.15 to Blackman's hpedance Formula, we need to 

re-represent the graph in terms of the open-loop impedance, 2'. When the feedback 

is disabled, we obtain the graph shown in Figure 4.16a. The graph can be simplined 

dom to Figure 4.16~ where ZO is given by 

50 
c) 

Figure 4.16 Coiiapsing the SFG of the feedback amplifier with feedback 
disabled. 

The feedback amplifier can now be represented by the alternative SFG shown in 

Figure 4.17. Using Mason's Direct Rule to h d  the port impedance, vp/ip, we see 
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that 

and the port impedance is given by 

Figure 4.17 Alternative SFG for the feedback amplifier. 

Equation (4.14) is in fact an alternative representation of Blackman's Impedaace 

Formula To recognize this, we need to determine the physicd significance of the 

terrns Lt and (LI + L3. Because w is a controiied source, it is possible to split node 

w into separate source and sink nodes, wmurCe and w , ~  as shown in Figure 4.18. 

The loop transmittance, L , is equaI to the ratio, ~ , ~ / w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  which is simply the 

negative of the retum ratio T, that is referenced to the controfled source, W. From 

Figure 4.17, we caa see that 
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Forcing the port voltage to zero is equbdent to shorting the port to gound Thus, 

-L2 is ecpivaient to the short-circuit 1~turn-ratio, T, Similariy, forcing the port 

current to zero is epuivalent to open-cimuthg the port. Thus, -(LI + LJ is equal to 

the open-cimit return-ratio, Tm. Consequently, Equation (4.14) cm be rewntten as 

and we have back out original form of Blacban's Impedance Formula. 

The above analysis illustrates the ease with which Blackman's Impedance For- 

mula can be derived using DPYSFG analysis. Indeed, the formula as represented in 

Equation (4.14) can be obtained by inspection, and most of the effort above was in 

nlating the SFG in Figure 4.15 and the terms in Equation (4.14) to the established 

concepts of retum-ratios and open-loop impedance. Our derivation makes no 

assumption of the nature of the intenial feedback in the amplifier. The derivation is 

simple, and in contrast with existing derivations, avoids the need to assume an 

active element (Le., a triode vacuum tube in plackman,1943] or a controlled volt- 

age source in [Rosenstark, 19861, [Chen, 199 11). Such asmmptions are required 

when the analysis is performed in terms of retrrm-ratios because, in practice, retuni- 

ratios need to be determined through a process of analyzhg modified versions of the 

original circuit In DPUSFG analysis, the need for return-ratios is dtogether elimi- 

nated3 

In DPYSFG analysis, al l  manipulations are performed on the signal-fiw graph 

representation of the circuit - not on the actnal circuit, Because the signal-flow 

graph is an abstract algebraic representation, graph manipulations can be performed 

h e l y  without fear of altering the behaviour of the Çircuit. In contrast, the traditional 

appIication of Blackxnan's Impedance Formula requins one to perform a sequence 



of circuit modifications where the port in question is dternately shorted to ground 

and then opened up, the feedback loop is broken, and where test signals are iajected 

into internai nodes. The process is extremeIy intrusive, and only if all  the manipula- 

tions of the circuit are performed properly is the final result correct. 

4.5 ANALYZING TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS 

In this section, we apply the DPVSFG method to transistor circuits. Because 

transistors are basic devices that exhibit many nonideaiities, transistor circuits are in 

generd more challenging to anaiyze than circuits comprised of higher level building 

blocks such as op amps. The analysis of transistor feedback ampli-fiers is particu- 

lady challenging; often times, the da t e r a i  asmmptions commoniy made of the 

feedfomard and feedback portions of the cUcuit do not hold Bipolar transistors, for 

instance, are not unilateral even at dc. One of the major stnngths of DPUSFG anal- 

ysis is its abiIity to visuaily represent such complex interactions. 

4.5.1 Signal-Flow Graphs of Transistors 

Prior to analyzhg transistor circuits, we need to develop the signai-flow graphs 

(SFGs) of individual devices. We cm then use these SFGs to derive the larger SFGs 

of complete Ncuits. Figure 4.19 shows the basic bipolar transistor with impedances 

attached to each terminal. The impedances have been included to make explicit their 

contn'bution to the SFG of the device. 

The associated smaiI-signal T-modeI and hybrid-n mode1 representatiom of the 

circuit are shown in Figure 420a and Figure 420b respectively. In our d y s i s ,  it is 

helpfbl to keep in mind the foiiowing relations: 

In addition, there are three other relationships that can be easily deriveci: 



Figure 4.19 Bipolar transistor with impedances on each terminal. 

b) Hybrid-n model 

Figure 4.20 Two common smd-signal models of BJT transistors. 

By applying DPYSFG analysis to the smali-signal models in Figure 4.20, we 

obtain the two SFGs shown m Figure 4.21. Notice that feedback exists even in sin- 

gle-transistor circuits, and that the location of the feedback depends on the srnail- 

signai model. In the T-modeI, the transconductance element feeck into the base. 

Consequently, the feedback is represented by a loop arotmd the base. Smzilarly, in 

the hybrid-lr model, the feedback is represented with a hop around the emitter. 

While both models are eqnivalent in terms of their terminai behaviouq the rrnodeI 

better represents the physicai operation of the bipolar transistor. Spe~ifically~ it 



shows for an npn device, the ndirrction of electrons nom the base to the collecter 

by virtue of the transconductance element. 

Figure 4.21 Correspondhg signai-flow graphs for the two Small-signal 
models s h o w  in Figure 4.20. 

The SFG for MOS transistors can be derived in the same manner. Although the 

MOS transistors can aIso be modeled with both the T-mode1 and the hybrid-n 

model, the hybrid-IE mode1 as shown m Figure 4.22 better reflects the physical oper- 

ation of the device because the gate is explicitly shown as an open circuit. W1th the 

T-model, the gate appears to be comected to the voltage-contralled cment source 

and the source resistance, and it is only the exact re1ationship between these two ele- 

ments tbat ensures the gate nirrent remains zero. The body effect cm been incorpo- 



rated into the mode1 by adding the term gs to the transmittances orighating h m  

the source voltage node, v,. The SFG of the hybrida model is shown in Figure 

4.23; apart from the lenaming of the tefmiflstjs, the SFG of the MOSFET is very 

similar to that of the bipolar transistor. 

Figure 4.22 SrnaIl-signai hybrida model of a MOS transistor. 

Figure 
- g,- g, 

4.23 SFG for a MOSFET based on the hybrida 

The small-signal transistor models presented here are d c i e n t  for many appli- 

cations. However, more complex small-sigd models exist that better mode1 a tran- 

sistor's performance at high fiequemies. Righ-fkquemcy modds for both bipolar 

and MOS eransistors are presented m Appendix B. hcluded with the models are the 

corresponding signai-flow graphs. 



4.5.2 Transistor Circuit Exampies 

EXAMPLE 4.4 A SOURCE FOLLOWER AMPLIFIER 

We want to determine the gain of the source follower amplifier shown in Figure 

4.24. The amplifier is biased with a simple c m n t  mirror, and it can be easily shown 

that the impedance looking hto the output of the c m n t  mimr is h p l y  . As 
such, the SFG for the amplifier is essentially the SFG of transistor Ml as shown in 

Figure 4.25. Since tht drain of Ml is connected to ground in the small-signai sense, 

much of the SFG for the MOSFET can be eliminated, as illustrated by the dashed 

lines. The gain of the amplifier can be seen to be 

which is the expected voltage gain of a source follower when the body effect is 

taken into account. 

Figure 4.24 Source foUower amplifier. 

Note that the frnai gain expression in Eption (4.16) can be obtained directly by 

applying the Source Absorption ~heorem? Fmm a DPVSFG perspective, the trans- 



Figure 4.25 SFG for the source foiiower amplifier. 

conductance feedback path is collapsed to create a single forward path whose trans- 

minance is simply the original DPI of the node with a new resistance of l/g, 

placed in parallel as shown in Figure 4.26. 

Figure 426 The source absorption theorem: collapsing a transcon- 
ductance feedback path into a resistance. 

One of the conmion challenges of d y z i n g  the source follower amplifier is recog- 

nkhg that feedback exïsts in the ampMer. Wiih DPLISFG dysis ,  the feedback is 

explicitly represented m the SFG. Moreover, we have shown that this ditnculty in 
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recognizuig the feedback can be traced to the unintendecl use of the Source Absorp- 

tion Theorem. Using this theorem has the &ortunate consequence of hiding the 

feedback because the tramconductance element which feeds back a current in 

response to a voltage is represented only as a resistance. DPYSFG analysis allows 

us to make a distinction, in essence b ~ g i n g  out lost details in the circuit's opera- 

tion. 

EXAMPLE 4 J A CASCODE CURRENT MIRROR 

This example iilustrates the type of insight that DPVSFG analysis provides in 

contrast to traditional nodal d y s i s .  We wish to determine the output impedance of 

the MOSFET cascode current &or shown in Figure 4.27. We begin by setting the 

dependent current soum of transistor Mt to zero, and obtain the smd-signai dia- 

gram show in Figure 4.28. 

Figure 4.27 MOS transistor cascode current mirror. 

Solution using Nodal Analysis 

Using KirchhofY's Current Law at nodes out and x, @es us the foIIowing equa- 

tions: 



Figure 4.28 Small-signal circuit for determining output resistance 
of cascode current mirror. 

Either by substituthg Equation (4.18) into (4.17) or simply by noting that the cur- 

rent i,,, is forced to flow through rdst, we obtain 

By fmding an expression for v, in terms of i,, , we can now solve the output resis- 

tance 

Equation (4.20) teiis us that the output impedance of a cascode current &or is 

enhanced by roughiy (1 + gm2rk2) times that of a simple current minor. Apart 

fiom providing the correct afgebmic dt, however, nodal analysis provides little 

else in terms of understanding this circtrit. Nodal aiialysis gives no hight into the 

feedback mechanism; the (1 + gm2rdrZ) term resernbles the common feedback 

expression (1 + A B )  bot it is mclear how we can relate the two expressions, and 

why an additional rds2 term appears in the answer 

Trying to analyze this circuit using topology-based feedback analysis is chal- 

lenging; compriseci of oniy a smgle dependent c m t  source and two resistors, it is 



zu1cIea.r what feedback topology (e-g., shunt-series) is applicable, and how the CK- 

cuit cm be partitioned into a forward arnpMer and feedback network. It tums out 

that this circuit actually employs tmconditionally stable positive fetdback - a situ- 

ation that is normally not considered in topology-based feedback andysis. 

Solving using DPYSFG Anaiysis 

The SFG for the d - s i g n a l  circuit in Figure 4.28 is given in Figure 4.29% We 

see immediately that them are two feedback loops in this circuit. Loop LI is the 

feedback provided by the transconductance associated with transistor MI. Since the 

ioop gain of Li is g,,, (rdsl II rds2) D I , the transmittance nom i,, to v, is roughly 

l / g m l .  Thus, feedback causes node x to appear as a low impedance node even 

though its driving-point impedance of rdSl II rdsZ is quite high. 

Figure 4.29 SFG for deteminhg output resistance of cascode current mirror 
a) complete graph, b) graph showing ody main feedback loop. 

In order to help us adyze loop I?, we can coIlapse loop Li using the Source 

Absorption Theorem as shown in Figure 429b. The loop gain of L2 is 
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Equation (4.21) shows that L, is positive and that we have a positive feedback 

loop. Stability is guaranteed because the loop gain is less than one; however, the 

value wilI be cbse to one since gdd/gm1 = O.  n i e  output impedance is given by 

the closed-Ioop expression 

As expected, we obtain the same expression as Equation (4.20). We cm now see 

that the output impedance wii1 be enhanced because rdsl is divided by ( 1 - L2) 
which is near zero. In the process of obtaining the m e r ,  we have gained a deeper 

understanding of the circuit using DPUSFG analysis compared with using nodal 

dysis. 

In this chapter, we brought together the essentiai elements of the DPUSFG anal- 

ysis rnethod. We advanced the current understanding of DPYSFG d y s i s  with the 

following contniutions: 

We developed a general formulation of the method, first by just@hg driv- 
ing-poht impedance analysis as a cause-and-effect mterpretation of Kirch- 
hoff s Current Law, and then by applying signai-flow graph theory. 
We extended the DPUSFG analysis procedure to hande circuits with floating 
voltage sources. 

We used the method to derbe Blackman's Impedance Formula 
We derived the d - s i g n a l  signal-fiow graphs of both bipolar and MOS 
transistors. 



Throughout the chapter, we have provided original examples that seme to high- 

light the relative strmgths of DPVSFG d y s i s  over existing circuit anaiysis tech- 

niques. We showed that wMe nodal analysis is exact, it provides little insight into a 

circuit's operation. DPI/SFG analysis stands out in its ability to provide pa te r  

insight into the dynamics of circuits without sacriIicing accuracy. 

A final point that can be raised about DPYSFG analysis is whether the method, 

with its driving-point impedances and short-circuit currents, truly represents reality. 

Specifically, DPYSFG analysis imposes a cause-and-eEect relationship between 

c m n t s  and voltages when, in truth, voltages and currents are inseparable. Iust as 

chickens mate eggs as much as eggs mate chickens, the question of which came 

fht is irrelevant nom a design perspective, and is a matter best left to philosophers 

and evolutionary theorists. Modehg dynamic systems using cause-and-effect d a -  

tionships has long been used by engineers because it is effective. As long as we do 

not lose sight that our models are just that - models - our practice of UnposUig 

order on reality should continue to serve our engineering purposes well. 
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C H A P T E R  

Circuit Design Using the 
DPUSFG Method 

This chapter d e s  use of the DPVSFG analysis method in the design of the 

low-voltage transimpedance amplifier introduced in Chapter 3. The preampliner is 

shown again in Figure 5.1. We begin fiom an analysis perspective by using DPV 

SFG analysis to derive algebraic expressions of the main transfer characteristics of 

the preampMer. We then approach the circuit fiom a design perspective, ushg DPY 

SFG anaiysis to derive a simplified mode1 of the preampliner and to derive a set of 

relations that characterize the main design tradesffs to be made with regards to 

speed, noise, and gain. We verify the accuracy of our model by comparing our aria- 

lytic results with those obtained fiom SPICE circuit simulations. Having ver5ed 

the anaiytic model, we proceed to explore the design space of the preamplifier in 

order to arrive at our final circuit design. 

Additionai preamplifier requirements such as dynamic range and photodiode 

bias voltage are aot discussed here because such characteristics relate to the large- 

signal behaviour of the preamplifier, and do not require detailed smalLsignai analy- 

sis. 

Figure 5.1 Proposed Iow-voltage optical preamplifier. 
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The small-signai circuit of the optical preampliiier is show in Figure 5.2. The 

following simplincations were made: 

The drain-source resistances of aLl transistors can be ignored because al l  
nodes of the circuit are relativeIy low impedance. 
The body ef5ect only appiies to M l  smce the sources of M2 and M3 are 
grounded. 
The main parasitics have been Lumped together into admittances Y,,, Y,, 
and YL. Thus 

Y, = sein = d C p D  + cgsl + cdoZ) (5.0 

where C p ,  is the capacitance of the photodiode, Co,, is the output load capaci- 

tance, and Cg, and Cdb are respectively the various gate-source and drain-buik par- 

asitic capacitances fomd in the circuit. 

Figure 5.2 Smd-signal circuit of opticai preampwer. 

The signal-flow graph of the preamplifier is shown m Figure 5.3 superimposed 

on the circuit schematic. F i p  5.3 illustrates how the structure of the SFG mirrocs 

that of the circuit, enabhg a designer to better visualize the circuit's dynamic 

behaviom. The SFG is redrawn m Figure 5.4 to highlight the feedback loops in the 

circuit The preampIifier contains three feedback loops: LI, the transconductance 
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feedback that is associated with the common-gate configuration of MI, L2, the 

feedback loop that extends from the input temiinal to the gate of M, through MI, 

and L3, the feedback Ioop around M3 through resistor RI. The presence of overlap- 

ping feedback loops makes this structure Wcult for analysis using conventional 

feedback techniques. 

Figare 5.4 Signal-flow graph of preamplifier hÏghIighting the 
existmg feedback loops. 



The transimpedaoce gain of the circuit cm be determined using Mason's Direct 

Rule. The basic expression is 

where P is the forward transmission path nom i, to vo,, , 

and loops LI , L2, and L3 are given by 

By combining Equations (5.1) through (5.9), we can obtain the following expres- 

sion for the transimpedance gain: 

where the coefficients of the denominator are given by 
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At dc, the transimpedance gain is 

which is the same expression as Equation (3.13) that we derived in Chapter 3 using 

the simplified dc circuit model. 

To m e r  demonstrate the accuracy of Equation (5. IO), we looked at four 

designs with different sets of ûansistor and resistor parameters, and we simulated 

these circuits in SPICE and then extracted the srnail-signal pammeten and used 

them in Equation (5.10). The analytic and SPICE simulation resuits are plotted 

together in Figure 5.5. The resuits are in excelient agreement within IdB and vali- 

date the initial approximations made in the small-signal circuit. 

Figure 5.5 Comparison of simulated vs. analytical fkequency responses of four 
preampiifier designs. 

Thus fa we have done little more thaa verifjr the accuracy of both our anaiytic 

expressions and the signal-flow graph of the circuit. Equation (5.10) is of M e  use 

fiom a design perspective because it is extremeiy large and cumbersome. To mily 

aid the design and opthkation of the preampbiier, we need to derive a simplifieci 

set of equations. The next section demonstrates how DPVSFG anaIysis cm be used 

to achieve this g d .  
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5.2 DEVELOPING AN ANALmC CIRCUIT MODEL 

The critical performance characteristics of any optical preampIifier are its band- 

width and sensitivity. The bandwidth is governed by the fkequency response while 

the sensitivity is determined by the noise performance. As such, we will use DPY 

SFG analysis to dexive a set of simple, yet accurate, analytic expressions that cap- 

ture the essence of the preampbfier's fmluency response and noise characteristics. 

In the process, we will derive a simple schematic model of the preamplifier's input 

and output mipedance. Upon demonstrating the accuracy of our d y t i c  model 

using SPICE simulation results, we will use the design equations to optirnite the 

design. 

5.2.1 Modeling the Frequency Response 

Due to the siflcant capacitance of the photodiode as weii as the capacitance 

of the bond pad and IC package, the dominant pole is typicaily Iocated at the input 

of the preampliner. As such, we can estimate the bandwidth of the preamplifier by 

using a first-order approximation of the amplifier's input impedance. 

Finding this approximation imrolves simpl@ing the circuit's SFG and identify- 

hg the dominant terms in each of the branches. Figure 5.6 shows the initial process 

of simplification. Here, the local feedback loop around vin and isci, has been col- 

lapsed From Equation (5.1 l), we know that the transHnpedance gain is proportionai 

to (gm3Rf - 1). and so can expect that gm3 RI is signincantly larger than one, or 

equivalently, that gm3 B 1 /Rf ; since Cf is typicaily srnaIl and significant ody at 

hi&-kquencies, we can d e  the approximation that 

In addition, the two branches h m  i,,, to iscA c m  be combinai to make 
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Figure 5.6 Shpiified SFG from Figure 5.4 

In order to simplify loop L3, we determine its loop gain 

From our earlier assumption that gm3 Rf » 1 , and assuming that the two pole fie- 

quencies of Equation (5.12) are significantly higher than the dominant pole, we can 

conclude that the loop gain L3 is large. Thus, the overall transfer characteristic nom 

k2ï to VA is dominated by its feedback path, giving 

As such, the entire SFG can be reduced to Figure 5.7, which when colIapsed, can be 

represented schematicdy in Figure 5.8. 

Figure 5.7 SmipMed SFG fkom Figure 5.6 



Figure 5.8 Schematic representation the SFG in Figure 5.6 a) complete 
b) Iumped model. 

Figure 5.8 is an important result because it shows us that the input of the preampli- 

fier cm be modelied by an RC network, and that the dominant pole is shply the 

inverse of the RC t h e  constant, 

where R,  is the input resistance of the preamplifier as obtained in Chapter 3 and 

@en in Equation (3.15). The ratio gm3 /gm2 appears repeatedy m the equations we 

have derived. This ratio represents the gain of the current mirror. We wilI use the 

ratio as a design parameter in om investigation and denote it by the symbol Km. 

To confirm the accuracy of our d y t i c  expression for the dominant pole fre- 

quency, we cm compare the bandwidth predicted fkom Eqpation (5.13) with that 

obtained through simulation using SPICE. The smd-signal parameters used in the 

analytic expressions were extracted h m  the SPICE d t s .  The anaiytÎcai and 
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SPICE &dation resuits are plotted together in Figure 5.9 across a wide range of 

feedback resistance values and current minor gains. The Iower surface is a plot of 

as defmed by Equation (5.13) while the ringed meshed represents the extracted 

3dB bandwidth of the preamplifier. For the most part, the dominant-pole accurately 

predicts the actuai bandwidth. The apement is slightly less accurate dong the path 

marked by the m w .  From Equation (5.10) we h o w  that the preamplifier exhibits a 

tbird-order fkquency response, and that the higher-order poles c m  afEect the overall 

bandwidth. 

mes h simulated 
bandwidth 

Figure 5.9 Plot of simuiated bandwidth and op, vs. feedback resistance and 
current mvrOr gain. 

Equations (5.10) and (5.13) can be combined to derive the location of the higher 

order poles. Since the denominator of Equation (5.10) is third-order, if we assume 

the higher-order poles are cornplex, the denominator can be rewritten in fhctor form, 

By equating the constant terms of Equations (5.10) and (5.14), we see that 



Thus, the pole kquency, a,, of the cornplex-conjugate pair is gïven by 

Figure 5.10 shows a pIot of a,, and o, as  a function of Rf and the current &or 

gain. For most of the design space, o, is significmtiy higher than op, .  However, 

dong the path marked by the arrow, a, is closer to op[. By adjusting the Q of the 

complex-conjugate pair, it is possible to provide some hi&-fhquency boosting to 

help extend the bandwidth of the preamplifier. 

s dace  - O p  i 
mesh - o, 

Figure 5.10 Plotting the preampMer's pole fkquencies vs. feedback mistance and 
current rnirror gain. 

5.2.2 Modeihg the Amplifier Noise 

The sensitivity of an opticai preampliner is limited by its noise performance. 

Figure 5.1 1 shows the thermal noise sources found within the Iow-voltage optical 

preampLifier. AIthough MOSFETs also produce flicker noise, flicker noise can be 

i g n o ~ d  in our design because the high bandwidth of the preamphfier makes thermal 

noise dominsuit. Figure 5.12 shows the preamplifier's SFG with the additional noise 

sources* 
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The thermal noise c u m t  generated by a resistor is @en by 

in units of A ~ / H Z  where k is Boltzmann's constant ( 1.38 x IO-= JK-' ) and T is 

the absolute temperature in Kelvin. The thermal noise current of a MOSFET across 

its drain and source terminais is given by 

where y is the excess noise factor and g, is the transconductance of the device. 

Traditionaily, an excess noise factor of 2/3 is used for long-channel devices, but for 

modem submicron MOSFETs, a higher value is necessary, the exact value of which 

is still under investigation [Abidi, 19861. 

Figure 5.1 1 Noise sources wîthin the low-voltage optical prearnplifier. 

Since the main objective is to compare the noise with the signal, we wouid fike 

to refet al l  noise sources back to the input. This operation can be done by translating 

each noise component m the SFG back to the input node i,,, [Ochoa, 19991. 
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Figure 5.12 SFG of preamptifier with intRnsic noise sources. 

Noise source In provides two currents: a positive portion that is entering node 

A, and a negative portion that is leaving the input node. Since the negative portion is 

already input-referred, we ody need to translate the positive portion of the noise 

source from node iseA back to the input. The forward path from i,,, to iscA is 

( gm, tg,, )/(SC, + gm + gs ) , and so we simply multiply by the inverse in 

order to translate backwards. Combining the positive and negative portions of 1, 

the net input-referred noise cumnt is given by 

(S. 19) 

Essentially, Equation (5.19) tells us the noise contn'bution of 1, is negligible at 

low fkquencies and throughout most of the passband where SC, (g,, + g,, ) . 
We see nom the SFG m Figure 5.12 that at dc, the two branches comected to node 

vin precisely cancel each otheK Consecpently, a cnrrrent that is mjected into node A 

has the same effect as one injected at the input. As a result, the net noise contnbu- 

tion of In, is zero at dc, and practically negiigiible withùz the passbaad Devices m 

cascode configuration such as M t  generany do not contribute significant noise at 
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Iow fieqaeacies. The effective cancehtion of noise in this con6iguration has &O 

been desmiied in terms of a recirculation of the noise current withio the cascode 

transistor ~uchwaid, 19951. 

2 2 This noise source is aiready input-referred, so Inzin = In2. 

This noise current, Like the positive component of I n , ,  is injected into node 

iscA , making its input-refemd contniution 

From the relation in Equation (5.20), we see that for much of the passband, 

so that noise currents injected into node A are essentiaiIy input-referred. In other 

words, node A is practicaily identical to the input node fiom a noise perspective. 

From a smd-signal standpoint, cumnt sources In3 and InSb a~ identical, and 

we cm analyze them together. Since these noise currents are injected directiy into 

the output port, we can determine an expression for their input-refened equivalent 

values as a ~roduct of their effect on the output voltage and the transimpedance 
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Our approximation of the transimpedance term using the dc value is justified 

because we are only interested in the input-referred noise spectrtnn withm the pass- 

band where the traasimpedance term lies withm 3dB of the dc value. To determine 

the output impedance of the preamplifier, ZoUt(s), we can foflow the same proce- 

dure that we used to derive a kt-order mode1 for the input impedance. The process 

of making successive approximations and collapsing the SFG is illustrated in Figure 

5.13. Similar to our eariier analysis of the input impedance, we have been able to 

use DPVSFG anaiysis to simpl* the port impedance down to a simple RC network 

as shown in Figure 5.14. As expected, resistance component of the fïrst-order rnodel 

is simply the output resistance calculated in Chapter 3 and given in Equation (3.18). 

Figure 5.14 First-order mode1 of the preamplifier output impedance. 

We are now Ui a position to compute the input-referred equivaient of noise sources 



'scout 

Figure 5.13 Progressive approximation and coilapshg of SFG m order to 
determine output impedance. 



FoLIowing the convention used in Figure 5.12, the noise current of the feedback 

resistor is injected into node A and drawn out of the output node. As such, the input- 

nfemd noise is the difference of the input-referred expressions for sources InZ6 

and Ins6 given in Equations (5.20) and (5.22): 

Total Input-Referred Noise 

Combining the effects of aU the independent noise components, we obtain the 

total input-referred noise cumnt density of the optical p~arnplifier: 

2 2 2 2 2 
' n i  = 'n2 in  +'n26in +'n3in 'n3bin + t R f i n  

where 

are the constituent parameters. 
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To demonstrate the accuracy of Equation (5.24), we apply the equation to the 

same four preamplifier designs used e a r k  to verify the accuracy of our kquency 

response. Figure 5.15 plots the d t s  obtained using Equation (5.24) together with 

the simulation results fkom SPICE. An excess noise fàctor of y = 2/3 was used. 

The d t s  are close within the passband of the designs, with the error i n d g  at 

high fizquencies as expected because of our simplifying assumption that the tran- 

simpedance gain is fiat, Within the passband, however, we confirm that our anaiytic 

d t s  are no greater than 3dB off fiom the simulated resuits. 

Scale: I3dB 

Fipre 5.15 Plot of analytic vs. sunulated input-referred noise of 4 designs. Vertical 
bars mark 3dB cut-off frequencies of preampUm. 

5.23 Design Optimization 

As is typical in analog circuits, the design of an optical pre amplifier inv olves 

addressing conflicting goals and making trade-offs. Bandwidth, gain, and sensitnnty 

are t h e  important design specincations, and each is affected by circuit parameters 

such as the supp1y voltage and the input capacitance. Design trade-offk are often 

better understood with the aid of d y t i c  rnodels of the circuit, The foIIowing equa- 

tions represent our adyt ic  mode1 of the preamplifier. 



DC transimpedance gain: 

gain = l l g m 3  -Rf 
1 + l / K c m  

Pole locations: 

Input-referred noise current spectnim: 

Input-referred noise level at dc: 

- - - - - - - 

There are many insights that can be derived h m  studybg this set of design 

equations. F h t ,  we see that the body effect of transistor M, has a positive effect on 

both the bandwidth and noise performance of the preampiifier by increasing the 
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effective  conductance of the transistor. Second, we can identify a region in the 

deàgn space where the higher poles are in close enough pmximity to the dominant- 

pole to have an effect on the overd preamplifier bandwidth. Figure 5.16 shows a 

plot of the simulated bandwidth nom SPICE as weli as the poIe locations derived 

from the analytic expressions. The SPICE results merely indicate a path of slightly 

enhanced bandwidth that is marked by the arrow; the arralytic resdts, however, pro- 

vide us with the underlying reason for the observation. Third, although SPICE cm- 

not predict the effect of power dissipation on bandwidth, Equation (5.26) points out 

that the power dissipation - as represented by the sum of transconductances gmz 

and g,, - is secondary to the ratio of g,, and g,, , represented by the current 

rnirror gain K,, , in determinhg the dominant pole frequency. Furthermore, we can 

infer fiom Equation (5.26) that the sensitivity of the bandwidth to K,, is greatiy 

affectcd by the capacitive load present at the input and output of the preamplifier. 

Fourth, m fiber-optic applications where the input capacitance is much smder, and 

in cases where K,, is greater than two (6 dB) or so, Equation (5.26) can be simpli- 

fied to 

signincant speed can be gained through increasing We see in this situation that 

K,,. This is illustrated in Figure 5.17 in which the input capacitance has been 

reduced fiom 2pF down to 100f.F.' W e  see that d a c e  contour has changed signifi- 

cantly nom Figure 5.16. While this resdt cm be inferred from studying Equation 

(5.22), there is no way to predict such changes from the original SPICE simulations. 

The observations desmbed above are but a few of the design msights that can 

be gleaned £rom the design equations, but not h m  numenc simulation results. The 

contriiution of DPUSFG anaiysis to this process is m giving the designer the ability 

to break dom the dynamic feedback mechanisms of any circuit in order to make 

smaiI, isolatecl decisions and simplifications which, taken as a whole, produce smi- 

plined analytic expressions that capture the essence of the circuit. 



mesh - simuiated 
bandwidth 

Figure 5.16 Plot of pole frequencies and simulated bandwidth vs. feedback 
resistance and current mirmr gain. 

ainant Gain 16, (dB) 

Figure 5.17 Plot of pole fkcpencies vs. feedback resistance and cumnt 
mirror gain. 
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Optimizing Bandwidth and Gain 

As with our variable-gain transimpedance amplifer, our target data rate is 

IOOMb/s with a preamplifier bandwidth of about 70MHz. For this low-voltage 

design, however, the supply voltage has been reduced to IV, and the photodiode 

capacitance has been reduced to 1pE Figure 5.18 plots wp and o, over the design 

space, and Figure 5.19 shows two projection views h g  the Rf and K,, axes. 

Recall corn Figure 5.9 that the dominant pole, w p  , reliably predicts the bandwidth 

of the preamplifier. The sub-region bounded by the dashed line in Figures 5.18 and 

5.19 represents that part of the design space capable of satisfying our bandwidth 

requirement 

of suitable bandwidth 

W-'') or)Pet0(bk) 

Figure 5.18 Plotting the prramplifier's pole fkquencies vs. feedback resistance and 
current mimr gain. 



s d c e  - Opi 
mesh- O, 

Figure 5.19 Two projections of the surface plot in Figure 5.1 8. 

Since the process of opbimiPng the fiequency response involves mavimizing the 

gain for a deshed bandwidth, the gain-bandwidth (GBW) product is a usefbi figure 

of ment because it combines gain and bandwidth into a single quantity. Although 

bandwidth and gain can be traded off with feedback, the product of the two is often 

fixed for a given topology, bias condition, etc. We can optmiize our preamplifier 

design through maximipng the GBW. By approximating the bandwidth with opi , 
we cm obtain an d y t i c  expression for the GBW fiom Equations (5.25) and 

(5.26): 

GBW = 

Figure 520 shows the resuiting 3-dimensional plot of GBW versus Rf and K, 

while Figure 5.21 presents the same smfhce m two, 2-dimensional projections 

views. Amss the design space, we see that the GBW cm vary by over an order of 

mapitude. We can identif/ that portion of the design space which meets our band- 

width r e m e n t  by projecting the bounded region identined m Figure 5.18 onto 

the GBW plot Within this region, we have marked in grey a sub-region that corre- 

sponds to an area with the highest GBW. 
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View A qm wd View B 

Figure 520 Plot of transimpedance gain-bandwidth product vs. feedback resistance 
and current mirror gain. 

View A Vtew B 
Figure 5.21 Two projections of the GBW pfot m Figure 5.20. 
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Optimizing Sensitivity 

Thus fàr, we have identifiai a region of the design space that provides maxi- 

mum gain for a given bandwidth- We must now consider sensitivity. Using the 

expression for the input-refnd dc noise cumnt in Equaîion (5.29), we can plot the 

noise performance across the design space as shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23. The 

vertical axis is in dB relative to I~A/JHZ. We see h m  that withui the optimized 

region projected nom Figure 5.20 and marked in grey, the noise level within this 

region is about 16dB or 6p~/fiz.  The lowest noise performance is achieved by 

maximizing both RI and Kc, . Hence, the optimum design choice is 

Notice, however, diat the noise performance is rather insensitive around the opti- 

mum point, varying by only about 2dB in the grey region. This afEords the designer 

pa t e r  flexiibility to deviate fiom the optimum point without too much concem 

fkom a sensitivity standpoint. 

t$ 

Figure 522 The dc input-refmd noise current vs. Rf and Kcm in dB. 



Figure 533 The dc input-referred noise current vs. Rf and K,, in dB. 

Final Design 

We have completed our characterization of the preampIifier7s bandwidth and 

sensitivity and are ready to nnalize the design. To Summanze, we have fomd the 

optimum feedback resistance to be in the range of 4 - 5kR and the optimum cur- 

rent mirmr gain to be in the range of 12 - 16dB. A c~l~ent-&or gain of 12dB is 

desirable fiom a practicai standpoint because the resuiting 4:l ratio between the 

&es of transistors M3 and M2 dows for a cornmon-centroid layout of the transis- 

tors which helps minimize offsets caused by device mismatch. 

To determine the sinng of the transistors, we first coosidered our 1V system 

supply constra.int. In order to operate down to IV, we biased ali  transistors on the 

lower bomdary of deep invexsion with a saturation voltage of about 2 0 W  We 

verïfied our earlier observation that consuming greater power dissipation does not 

improve performance and so determined the bias m t s  based on the re-ents 

of the photodiode. Given a nommal and maximum photocurrent signai of 1 pi and 

40w respectively, we set the bias cmrcnt at the input stage of the preamplii6,er to 

64@, large enough to ensure that the photodiode reverse bias voltage does not 

change signincantiy over the signal range. 
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The optimisred optical preampiifier cimut is shown in Figure 5.24. Resistor RI 

is implemented using a MOSFET biased in the linear r e m  The cascode device 

M, was added to eliminate the systematic offset voltage generated by unequal 

drain-source voltages between M2 and M3. The additional device reduces the max- 

imum output swing by about 20ûrnV, but otherwise does not significantly affect the 

circuit performance. 

VDD = 1 V Mt 

Y,, = 02v M2 
M3 

M2$ & !M3b M2b M4 
Y,, = 1 . 6 V I  M3b 

I V  Mrf 

- - 
* * 

Figure 5.24 ûptimized 1 V optical preamplifier. 

SPICE simulations of the optimized design resulted in a transimpedance gain of 

MkR, an input-referred noise density of 6 p ~ / f i ,  and a bandwidth of 88MHz. 

Pole-zero analysis in SPICE gave a dominant-pole at 59- and the higher-order 

poles at I7OMHz with Q = 1.7, connrming our analytic resuits of up = 59 MHz 

and o, = I80MHr. Aithough one couid be tempted to mmase Rf @en the 

seemingiy ample 88MHz bandwidth, the fact that the dominant-pole is only at 

60MHz realisticdy limits us to a maximum of 5 kQ . 

With our analytic expression of the noise current in Equation (5.28), we cm plot 

the relative noise contriiutiom of each of the devices in the optmiized design as 

shown in Figure 5.25. Although transistors M2 and Mzb have the largest contribu- 

tion, we see that aU the devices in the pfeampIifier except for M l  are significant 

h m  a noise standpomt This is commonly fond in optimized designs which tend 

to equaüze the noise contniutions of différent cornponents in order to produce the 



Figure 5.25 Plot of input-referred noise density of optllnized preamplifier design and 
aII the individual contributions h m  its intenial devices. 

As descriied in Chapter 3, the Iow-voltage prearnplifier provides robust stability 

and a regulated bandwidth, making the circuit particdarly suited for variable-gain 

designs. These properties are illustrated in Figure 5.26, where Rf is varied h m  

1 RQ to 7 kSZ . AU four fiequency respooses are weH-controiled and display no peak- 

hg. AIthough the transimpedance gain varies by 20 dB, the bandwidth only varies 

by a factor of two (Le., nom 65- to 126MHz). Figure 5.27 shows the corre- 

sponding pulse response of the optimized design for a IOOMbls pulse stream. 



Figure 5.26 Simulated fiequency response of low-voltage optical preamplifier for 
different feedback resistor values, 

Figure 5.27 Sunulated pulse response of optmiized design. 



In this chapter, we optimized the design of a low-voltage transimpedance ampli- 

fier to provide maximum gain and sensitivity for a given bandwidth. In the process, 

we illustrated the use of DPVSFG anajysis for the synthesis and modehg of cir- 

cuits. By developing a simplified set of design equations for the preampEer, we 

gained insight into the operation of the circuit and its associated design trade-os. 

Adrnittedly, the presentation of the develupment of an opthized design cm 

seem contrived. Many assumptions and approximations were involved in the deve1- 

opment, but the presentation here included ody those intuitive guesses that ulti- 

rnately proved correct. In reality, the design process is a complex senes of iterative 

approximations, derivations, and simulations. Designhg using DPYSFG analysis is 

no different However, the DPUSFG method does provide a hmework for explora- 

tion, givhg the designer the ability to break down the often complex interactions of 

signals within a circuit, and to make mail, isolated decisions and simplifications 

which, taken as a whoIe, produce a better understanding of the design. Incorrect 

approximations wili be made, but with DPVSFG analysis, a designer cm systemati- 

calIy backtrack and evolve his or her decisions until the appropriate trade-offs 

between mode1 accuracy and simplicity have been achieved 
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C H A P T E R  

Implementation and 
Experimental Results 

This chapter discusses the implementation details and presents the experimental 

resuits of two integrated circuits (IC) that wen implemented to demonstrate the fea- 

sibility of the proposed opticai preampiifier desigas. We first present a 1V optical 

receiver fiont-end with on-chip dynamic gate biasing, followed by a wide dyaamic 

range variable-gain tmnsimpedance amplifier with ambient light rejection. Both ICs 

were implemented in a commercial, double-poly, triplemetal, 0 . 3 5 ~  CMOS pro- 

cess. 

6 J  A 1V OPTICAL RECEIVER FROmEND 

A simplified diagram of the optical receiver fkont-end is shown in Figure 6.1. 

The signai path consists of the proposed low-voltage transimpedance preamplifier 

followed by two post gain stages that reuse the optimized transimpedance design in 

a transconductance-ûansimpedance topology. Additional circuitry using a 3V sup- 

pIy was incorporated on-chip only to aid testing. These circuits are represented by 

the shaded blocks in Figure 6.1. Passive RC filtering of the charge purnp's output 

was used to reduce ripple due to charge injection and to isolate the gain stages. 

6.1.1 Receiver Building Blocks 

This section discusses the folIowing additional circuits found on the test chip: 

Vkiable-gain post ampIifiers 
Lîmiting amplifier 
Digital output driver 
Constant-g, bias circuit 
A d o g  mdtiplexor (MüX) and output buffer 
Input test transconductor 
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I) - 
Figure 6.1 System-level block diagram of 1V optical receiver. Shaded bIocks 

Uidicate the use of a 3V supply. 

VariableGain Post Amplifiers 

In the opticai receiver, additional gain stages are required after the optical 

preampIifier to provide sunicient amplincation for the hl limiter stage. We cm 

take advantage of our existing work on transhpedance amplifiers by adopting a 

transcondu~ce-transimpedance topology [Cherry, 1 9631, wmg, 19951. A maxi- 

mum gain of 40d.B was achieved by cascading two stages, each with a variable gain 

up to 20dB. A variable gain is realized by either varying the transconductance 

[Gomez, 19921 or the transimpedance. We chose the latter since o m  tcansïmpedance 

design provides a variable gain with a welI controlled bandwidth. 

Figure 6 2  shows a schematic of a single variable-gain arnpMer. The input 

tramconductance stage is biased by the output lweI of the previous stage. The inter- 
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mediate cnrrent is then coovated back to a voltage by the transimpedance stage. 

The transimpedance stage uses a standard current mirmr without cascode devices in 

order to maximize signal swing. Variable gain is achieved by adjusting the central 

gage bias voltage generated by the voltage doubler, Y,, . 

Mrf = f xLU1.3 

Figure 6.2 Viable-gain post amplifier stage. Transistor sizes as shown. 

Limiting Amplifier and Digital Output Driver 

The Iimithg arnpiifier is used to regenerate digital levels from an analog signal, 

anci is shown in Figure 6.3. The circuit consists of a common-source input stage that 

is loaded by the diode-connected transistor M 3 .  Transistor M3 biases the output of 

the common-source stage around the threshold voltage of the inverters. The invert- 

ers provide enough additional gain to regenerate the digitai Iogic levels. 

The output driver is used to drive the digital signal off-chip. It consists of a wide, 

open-drain NMOS device that is co~ected  to an e x t e d  50R Ioad The nominal 

drive current is 4 mA which provides 20hV of output swing* 
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* 
1 I u 

Limiter Output driver 

Figure 6.3 Final limiter stage. Transistor sizes as shown. 

Constant-g, Bias Circuit 

The LV bias circuit used in the nceiver is show in Figure 6.4. The circuit is 

commonly referred to as a constant-g, bias circuit because it is designed to stabi- 

iized the transconductances of the transistors relative to the extemal resistor, Rbi, 

[Steininger, 19901. The design is adopted from [Johns, 19971, but the cascode devices 

associated with transistors M2 and Mj have been removed so that the drain-to- 

source voltages of transistors M2 and M3 are better matched to those of transistors 

M, and M ,  respectively. The start-up Ncuit shown on the right is required to pre- 

vent the circuit from remaining in an altemate stable state in which al1 the device 

currents are zero. 

Analog Multiplexor and Output B a e r  

The anaiog muitiplexor and output b e e r  together provide the cruciai 

hcility to observe high-speed signais dong the signal path. The analog multiplexor 

connects four possible signals to the output buffer: a direct externai mput for charac- 

terizing the output buffer, the preampîifier output, the fh t  post amplifier output, 

and the second post ampHer output The muitiplexor is made up of four source fol- 

lower buffen that are dI comected to the signal terminal of the output buffer whiie 

the other b u f k  input terminai is com~eaed to an extenial bias voltage. The source 



followers have an enable control as show in Figure 6.5; when disabled, aU bias cur- 

rents are tlrrned off, and the gate of M, is cut off fkom the input signal for improved 

isolation. Two extemal pins control a digital 4x1 decoder that is used to select the 

desired source foliower while disabhg the others. 

Start-up circuitry 4 
Figure 6.4 IV Constant-g, bias circuit with start-up circuitry. Transistor sizes 

as shown. 

Figure 6.5 Source foilower with enable control. 
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Figure 6.6 shows the differentid output b&er that is designed to drive 50Q 

loads. Transistor M3 is very wide in order to decrease its saturation voltage so that 

the input common-mode Dnge of the bufferc is maximized. In contrast, transistors 

M l  and M2 are biased with a very high saturation voltage in order to maximize the 

bandwidth and the input hear range which is about 400mV (differential). The tail 

current is nominally 15 mA, and is controlled through a current minor biased ushg 

an external resistor, 

Out- Out+ 
Vin+o+(Mi M 2 5 b V i t 7 -  

Figure 6.6 Output buffer shown with extemal 50Q resistors. 

Input Test Transconductor 

The input test transconductor, show in Figure 6.7, allows us to generate test 

currents on-chip. The transconductor has an h e a r  input range of about 200mV (ciif- 

fedial). The taii current is nomllially 30pA, but is adjustable through an e x t e d  

bias resistor 
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Figare 6.7 Input test traasconductor circuit. 

6.1.2 Experimental Results 

A micrograph of the fabncated test chip is shown in Figure 6.8. The chip mea- 

sures I.0nrm x 1.6mm and occupies an active area of O. L 3mm2 . The main signai 

path nms through the centre of the chip, h m  left to right. The bias voltage doubler 

was placed in the far lower corner, away fiom the output buffer and output driver to 

rninimize noise coupled through parasitics. 

The power co~lsumption of the 1V fiont-end circuit is hW. The power con- 

sumption of the 3V test circuitry is 45mW, and is essentiaiiy due to the output 

buffer. An extemal IpF capacitor was used to mode1 the photodiode during electri- 

cal testing, while a Mitel IA354 PIN photodiode was used to constnict the actual 

optical link. The typicai capacitance of the photodiode is IpF for a bias voltage of 

IV or more. 

Frequency Response Measarements 

The measnred fkequency response of the output buffér with source foIIower is 

shown m Figure 6.9. The b s e r  has a Ioss of 4dB at the midband kquency of 

20- and its gain remains within +0.5dB and -3dB h m  IMHz to 100MEb. The 

remaining fiequency respomes presented for this chip take into account the 
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Figure 6.8 Mcrograph of 1V optical receiver, 

response of the buffèr in order to present a tnie picture of the achial chip perfor- 

mance, 

The rneasured fkquency response dong the signal path is shown in Figure 6.10. 

The preampMer done provides a nominal transimpedance gain of 2.4kR over 

4- while the complete fiont-end provides a gain of 210kS over S O M H z  The 

measured gain is consistent with our simulation resuits that predicted a total gain 

ranging fkom 200kQ up to 700kQ across process variations. The measured band- 

width, however, is siighdy Iess than the 60MHz to 90- predicted in simulation. 

Unfortunately, these Sedation redts did not accoimt for parasitics due to the lay- 

out or for temperatme variations, and so likeIy oveRstimated the bandwidth. 
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Figure 6.9 Measured kquency response of source follower (in a d o g  
MUX) and output bufEer. 

Figure 6.10 Measured fiequency response dong signal path. 

The gain of the three transimpedance ampMers can be controlled by varyùig 

the shared gate bias voltage, VDoB. This is üîustrated in Figure 6.1 1 which shows 

the fkquency response for the combineci preampbfier and fmt post gain stage for 

three different bias voltages. We see that the bandwidth remains weli-controIîed as 

the gain is varie6 F m  the nominal bias voltage of 1.68V ap to 2V, the gain of each 
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traasimpedance stage cm be varied by 7dB. As a resuit, the gain of the complete 

fiontaidcanbevarÏedby21dE3, fiom210kR downto 19kR. 

Figure 6.11 Transimpedance gain and bandwidths measured at the output 
of the Grst post amplifier for three diffant bias voltages. 

Noise Measurements 

The extracted inputiefemd noise cunent spectnmi is shown in Figure 6.12. 

This plot was obtained in two steps. First, the combined fiequency response of the 

preampIifier and f h t  post amplifier was measured by dnving the circuit with the 

spectnun analyzefs signal source through the test transconduaor (measured gain = 

8 0 m  to generate an electric current. Next, the signal source was tumed off to 

obtain the output noise spectnim which is shown in Figure 6.13. The resolution 

bandwidth was set to 17kHz. Finally, the measured output noise spectmm was 

referred back to the input usnig the measirred gain response fhm the nrst step. 

The noise mea~urement in Figure 6.13 hcludes the hqency  response of out- 

put buffer (see Figure 6.9) and the 3.7 dB l o s  due to the I8Wegree phase splitter 

for combining differentid output signals. The noise 0oor of the spectrum d y z e r  
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at thÏs resolution was observed to be 7.5pVnns, thus limitmg our ability to accu- 

mtely measure the output noise spectrum to 80 MHz as shown in Figure 6.13. This 

is not a major issue, however, since 80 MHz is st iU sdliciently beyond the 50MHz 

bandwidth of the prototype circuit. 

Figure 6.12 indicates that the optical front-end has a noise density of 

1 1 p ~ m  that is fiat across the 50 MHz passbaad This measured noise Ievel is 

ahost  twice the 6 p ~ / a  predicted by simulation. Similar discrepancies have 

been reported with other CMOS transimpedance arnpLifier designs ~vi,2000], 

wohan,1999]. In both cases, the researchers suggest that the commody used 

excess noise fàctor of 2/3 for MOSFETs is inaccurate to mode1 the true noise behav- 

iour of today's submicron devices, and have instead suggested excess noise tàctors 

as high as 2 Nohan, 19991. A noise factor of 2 would increase the simuiated noise 

level of our hnt-end to about ~ O ~ A @ Z  which would be consistent with om 

measured resuit 

30- r r r r b ~ I I I  8 b I I I I I I  

5-  - - . - *  

O 1 
1 t L l  I 1  I l l  I r I l I I I I  

l a  100 
mwUWw-1 

Figure 6.12 Extracted input-referred noise current spectnim. 
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Noise floor 
of spectnmi 
anaiyzer 

- 1 10 tao 

Figure 6.13 Measured voltage noise spectnmi at output of first post amplifier with a 
17kHz resolution bandwidth, 

Experimentai Optical Link 

A fke-space optical link was consttucted using a Mitel lA301 infrared LED, 

and a Mite1 1A354 Si-PIN photodiode. The link distance was approximately 2 cm 

and was largely lunited by the short focal length (Le., 1.5 mm) of the LED lem. The 

data pattern generator and LED driver were part of the second test chip that wili be 

descnied in the next section. Because of the lower than expected bandwidth, we 

tested the circuit at a reduced the &ta rate of 75Mb/s instead of the original target 

rate of 100Mbk Figure 6.14 shows the eye diagram for a strong received signal 

with a peak current greater than 3pA. The differential signais of the output b a e r  

were combined ushg a I8O-degree phase splitter* The eye has a clean shape and is 

wide-open. The strength of the signal irnpües that soft-iimiting and possibly slewing 

is occurring in the second post gah stage as weU as at the output buffer. To better 

characterize the circuit's hea r  performance, we reduced the received signal to a 

peak carrent of about 1pA. The resnlting eye diagram is shown in Figure 6.15 

which was obtained by cornbhhg the differentid b f l i  signais àirectiy at the osd- 

Ioscope- Compared to Figure 6.14, the noise is p q o r t i o d y  larger due to the 

weaker input signal, but the eye remains open. 
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Figure 6.14 Eye diagram of fke-space optical link at 75 Mb/s with an 
input signa1 greater than 3pA. 

The on-chip analog mdtiplexor also dowed us to observe the eye diagrams at 

both the output of the nrst gain stage and the output of the preampiifier. Figure 6. I6a 

shows the eye diagram of the preamplifier for a 3pA input signal. Aithough the eye 

is open, the eye diagram reveals a significant signd at hi&-hquencies. The band- 

width of the oscüloscope was 250MHz. To better gauge the actual eye diagram 

within the signa1 band, the output signais were nttered to 100MHz; the resuit is 

shown in Figure 6.16b. The eye diagram is clear as expected. 

Figure 6.15 Eye diagram h m  fiee-space opticaI Iink at 75 MWs with 
input signal of about IpA. 
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Figure 6.16 Eye diagram nom preampliner stage at 75 Mb/s with 3p.A input 
signai: a) 250MHz bandwidth, b) IOOMHz bandwidth. 

Numaous measnres were required to determine the cause of the high-fiequency 

signal observed at the prwmpliner. We Ke eeliminated any extemal sources of elec- 

tromagnetic interference by moving ou. testing into an EMC chamber. Dohg so 

effectiveIy removed some spectral peaks around 100- that were caused by FM 

radio transmissions. These peaks were present in some of our eariier measurements 

that are not included here We then remeastmd the noise specûum and fiecpency 

responses of the signal path, this thne fiom IMHz op to SOOMHz The output noise 

spectnim did not show any peaks at high kquencies, thereby eImiinating the possi- 

büity that the circuit was osdating The hqnency responses at the three stages are 

shown in Figure 6.17. The figure clearfy hdicates a resonant peak near 200- 

We resimu1ated the circuit Usmg the extracted layout hcluding parasitics, and fomid 
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a simila., abeit much smaller peak at 1SOAEk This result suggests that the reso- 

=ce is a result of our layout of the circuit, The extremely large gain of this circuit, 

together with the potential coupling of the gain stages through the common bias 

voltage or through the analog rnultiplexor, makes this design susceptible to reso- 

nance or oscillation. Although the numerou provisions uicorporated in this design 

were sufEcient to prevent oscillations, M e r  isolation measures should be incorpo- 

rated in future implementations. For instance, a separate charge pump codd be used 

to bias each MOS resistor. 

Figure 6.17 Frequency response of opticai fiont-end chamcterized to 
SOOMHZ. 

Experimental Resalts of the Voltage Doubler 

The bias voltages used by the charge pump as weii as the input voltage are gen- 

erated on-chip ushg reference current sources and diode-comected NMOS transis- 

tors. To d o w  the extemal adjustment of the mput voltage, the input temiinal of the 

charge pump is directly co~ec ted  to a pm on the packaged chip. Wrthout adjust- 

ment, the input voltage was measUrcd to be 0.862V, and the redting output was 
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1.681V, just 43mV below the tnie doubling of the input voltage. Ideally, the output 

voltage shouid be SuStaitled indefinitely. In reality, there is current leakage through 

the various pn junctions of the MOSFET switches that discharge the output capaci- 

tor over the. Relying ody on the on-chip lûpF storage capacitor, the voltage dou- 

bler required a rehsh period of O.lmsec or less to prevent any detectable change in 

bias voltage. Consequently, a LO kHz voltage doubler clock was used for testing. 

The demanding requirements placed on an optical receiver's fiont-end makes 

this test chip an excellent vehicle for evaluating the feasibility of dynamic gate bias- 

ing for low-voltage d o g  circuits. In addition to current leakage that causes the 

output voltage to droop, charge injection due to MOS switches m u t  also be consid- 

ered. Fomuiately, in practice, the voltage fluctuations due to charge injection cm be 

easily reduced by inmasing the storage capacitance at the charge pump output To 

illustrate this, consider Figures 6.18 and 6.19 that show the eye diagram of the opti- 

cal luik synchronized to the rising edge of the doubler clock. Figure 6.18 is the 

result obtained using only the on-chrp 10 pF storage capacitor. We see there is a 

transient disturbance in the eye diagram at the clock edge caused by charge injection 

and its effect on the bias voltage. By placing an additional externa1200 pF capacitor 

at the output of the voltage doubler, the bias voltage fluctuations are reduced to 

being insignincant as shown in Figure 6.19. Table 6.1 summarizes the performance 

results of the optical hnt-end* 

Technology 0.35 pm CMOS (VcO.6 and -0.65V) 
Supply voltage 1 V 
Power dissipation 1 mW (1 V fiont-end) 

45mW (3V test circuitry) 
Photodiode capacitance 1 PF 
Transmipedance gain 210 - 19 ka 
Bandwidth 50 MHz 
Average input noise cumnt 1 l P ~ &  
Active ara 0 . 1 3 d  

Table 6.1 Performance Srunmary of IV OpticaI Front-End 
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Tek stop: f OOMW 89 Acqs 
1 

Clock signal of 
voltage doubler 

a14 1.00v Transient disturbance .a,, 4 O.,, ,o., 

Eye diagram 

Figure 6.18 Eye diagram synchronized with rishg edge of doubler dock, 
and no extemal storage capacitor at the charge pump output. 

Figure 6.19 Eye diagram synchronized with rÎsing edge of doubler dock, and 
a 200 pF extenial storage capacitot at the charge pump output, 



6.2 VARL4BT.X-GAIN TRANSIMPEDANCE AMPLIFIER WITH AMBIENT 
LIGHT IREJECTION 

The second chip was ùnplemented to test the proposed variable-gain transim- 

pedance amplifier and ambient iight rejection scheme. The system-level block dia- 

gram is shown in Figrire 6.20. The design of the tmsimpedance amplifier and 

ambient light rejection feedback loop is detailed in Chapter 3. The four identicai 

variable resistors used by the transimpedance amplifier are each implemented using 

an array of pass transistors. Three digitai control pins set the resistance to one of f i e  

possible values. The chip also has a control pin for disabhg the ambient light rejec- 

tion feedback loop in order to test the transimpedance arnpiikr alone. 

test IC 
tOOM& p D D œ œ D D I - D I D D D D D œ œ D - D D I q  

Cîk 1 PR Pulse 
Genemtor - Test Transimpeâance 

1 
TansebnduCtor Ampliffer 1 

vin *+ PDin- I 
PD - * - I 

md 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Amplifier 
k œ - - - - - œ - - - œ œ œ œ - œ - œ - œ - œ 4  

Figure 6.20 System-level block diagmm of 3V optical preampMer with ambi- 
ent photocurrent rejection. 

For t e h g  and characterization, the chip uses the same output bufk and test 

transconductor designs used on the nrst chip. A 5-bit, pseudo-random pattem gener- 

ator is also mcluded, and its schematic is shown in Figure 621. The pattem genera- 
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tor cm be connected to the test transconductor in order to simulate a photocurrent 

si@. Alternately, the generator c m  be attached directly to the output buffer; when 

one of the outputs of the buffer is attached to an LED, the bufTer hc t iom as an 

LED driver with a nominal drive current of 15mA that is adjustable to 30mA. The 

pattern generator combined with the LED driver allows the chip to hc t ion  as the 

optical signal source for an experimental optical link. 

Figure 6.21 5-bit, pseudo-random pattern generator circuit. 

On the test chip, the ambient photocunent rejectioa circuit is designed to handle 

up to 30 jul of ambient photocurrent while keeping the high-pass cut-off hquency 

below IMHz. The 30 pA specification corresponds to the ambient photocumnt 

generated by a typical 10 mm2 Si-PIN photodiode under direct exposure to sun- 

light The hi&-pass cut-off Iiequency of 1 MHz was determined to be sdlicientiy 

Iow for a 100 Mbls NRZ (not retum to zero) signai with some fom of nui length 

b t i r îg  to prevent the transmission of long strings of 1's or 0's. Since the design 

presented in Chapter 3 could not handle more than 5pA without exceeding the high- 

pass cut-off fnquency repuirement, a siight modification was made to the circuit, 

M e a d  of driving the mor ampLifier directly from the transimpedance amplifier's 

output, the enor ampuer is instead driven h m  a middle tap off the feedback resis- 

tor as shown in Figure 6.20. Doing so effectively reduces the loop gain of the arnbi- 

ent photocurrent rejection circuit, thereby I o w e ~ g  the hi&-pass cut-ofFfiequency. 

Simulations show that a resistance for RmP of 500 R or less is required to keep the 

cut-off frequency below 1 MHz in the presence of a 30 pA average photocmt.  
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A micrograph of the test chip is shown m Figure 6.22. The chip measures 

13mm x I.2mm and occupies an active area of 0.14mm2. The pass transistor 

arrays are located beside the transimpedance amplifier (TM), and are surroundcd by 

a guard ring to minimize substrate noise couphg. The output bmer is aiso sur- 

romded by a guard ruig, but the ring's fitnction in this case is to prevent noise gen- 

entted by the buffer itself nom reaching the rest of  the circuit 

Figure632 Mimgraph of 3V variable-gain traiismipedance 
ampmer with ambient photocurrait rejection. 
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Figure 623 plots the measured fhquency respome of the variable-gain transim- 

pedance ampuer together with typical simulation results. A sensithdy study ushg 

SPICE showed a f 10 % bandwidth and f25 % gain deviation fiom nominal due to 

process and temperature variations. The measured results are consistent with the 

simulations within the passband, With a maximum gain of 19 WZ or 85dBSL, the 

preamplifier has a measured gai.. range of 3 1dB. Sunulations red t s  predict that, 

over the gain range, the bandwidth varies Iiom 68 MHz up to 130 MHz while mea- 

sured results show a tighter qan h m  85 MHz to 103 MHz. In either case, the 

bandwidth is stiU controlIed to within a factor of two. At any gain setting, the tran- 

simpedance amplifier's response is weli behaved, showing no significant peaking. 

Compared with the 1V CMOS fiont-end, this transimpedance amplifier has bet- 

ter noise performance. The sensitivities of the available spectrum anaiyzers were not 

sufncient to obtain an output noise speanmi. Consequently, we decided to simply 

determine the average input-referred noise density. At the maximum gain setting of 

19kQ the bandwidth of the preamplifier sample used for measuring the noise was 

70MHz. Over this bandwidth, the chip produced an output noise of 3I9pV(nns) 

which translates to a total input-referred noise current of 56 nA(rms). This results in 

an average input-noise ctrrrent density of 6 . 7 p ~ / &  which is about 30% higher 

than our shulated result of 5.3 p~/a. As with the 1 V test chip. the discrepancy 

is WteIy due to a low estimate of the true excess noise factor in the modeling of the 

MOSFETs. If we define the prearnplifier's dynamic range as the ratio of the pre- 

ampkfier's noise floor of 56nA to its maximum input current handihg of 400 pA, 

then the preampMer has a dynamic range of 77 dB (38 dB optical). 

Figure 6.24 shows the eye diagram for a 100 Mbls optical link coIlStNcted h m  

two test chips (one for transmit and the other for receive), a Mitel IA301 i h d  

LED, and a Mitel 1A354 Si-PIN The input signal was approxhately 

15pA. The link distance was approxhmtely 2 cm, and was large1y limited by the 
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short focal length (Le., 1.5 mm) of the LED lem. Table 6.2 Summarizes the perfor- 

mance of the transimpedance amplifier. 

vec hnology 0.35 pn digital CMOS 

SUPP~Y voltage 3v 
Bandwidth 70MHzf20% 

hput noise current density 6.7 p~/mz 
fnput capacitance 5 PF 
paximum signai cumnt 4OCW 
barnplifier active area 0.04 mmL 

---- - - 

kower dissipation 8 rnW (preamplifier) 
43 m W  (output buffer) 

Table 6.2 Performance summary of the transimpedance amplifier. 

frequency (MHz) 

Figure 6.23 Simulated and measund hquency response of transmipedance 
ampMer. 

The operation of the ambient Light rejection feeedback Ioop is iIlUSffated in the 

step response shown m Figure 6.25. Here, a 10 pA dc current is injected into the 

prcampIifier. The dc *ection loop is mitiaily disabled, and then achted at the 
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indicated point on the graph. The total settling time is 6 ps which agrees with simu- 

Iation. 

Eye di 
gain. 

vil 20.Omv~ -W M C.W= UIJ J O V 

agram for 100 Mb/s optical link with 19kQ 

Lc-eiiaec 4 
Figure 6.25 Measured step response of dc photocumnt rejection circuit to 

10 pA dc input. 

SUMlMARY AND STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPARISON 

Two opticd preamplifier ICs fàbricated in standard 0 . 3 5 ~  CMOS technology 

were presented m this chapter. The fht was an optical receiver hnt-end consisting 
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of a tninsimpedance amplifier and two post amplifiers. The fiont-end coasumed 

ImW fiom a IV supply, and did not requIrt the use of low-threshold devices. It pro- 

vided a h;insimpedance gain of 2lOkn at 75Mb/s, and incorporated an on-chip 

charge p u .  for the biasing and tuning of MOS mistors. The second IC was a 

fully-ciifferentitial variable-gain transimpedance amplifier embedded in a larger feed- 

back loop used to reject ambient light. The preampliner consumed 8mW at 3V, and 

provided a 70MHz bandwidth over a 77dB dynamic range with a maximum tran- 

simpedance gain of I9kSL Both ICs displayed well-controiled bandwidths across 

their gain ranges, aibeit through completely d.erent mechanisms. 

Table 6.3 places these two IC designs alongside other ment transhpedance 

amplifier designs. Our variable-gain transirnpedance amplifier is the first reported 

fûily-differential design. Other variable-gain traasimpedance amplifiers reported to 

date have been singleended designs fhbricated in either bipolar or BiCMOS tech- 

nology, and have not been designed for supply voltages lower than SV. The Meren- 

tial CMOS transimpedance amplifier presented by Tanabe [Tanabe,l998] couid be 

adapted to have variable gain; with ody one gain stage, the circuit's stability is 

ensured, aIbeit possibly at the cost of reduced bandwidth. The transimpedance 

amplifier presented by Ingels Dgels, 19941 has varying gain, but the gain variations 

are uncontrolled, making the circuit more of a limiting amplifier rather than a true 

variable-gain design. Despite the large 5pF input capacitance, our 3V transimped- 

ance amplifier achieves a bandwidth of 70 MHz that is sufncient for a 100 Mb/s data 

rate. 

The 1V opticai receiver fiont-end IC is significant in that it is the first reported 

design capable of 1V o p d o n .  At ImW, it is also the lowest power opticai front- 

end IC repoxted for use in hi@-speed data communications. In addition, this IC rep- 

resents the first experimentally verïfied use of charge pumps for the stable biashg of 

MOSFETs. Despite its Iow power, the design s t -  maintains a moderate bandwidth 

with moderate noise perfo~~~liince. With two post gain stages, this design has the 

second largest traitsimpedance gain of aU the designs. 
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C H A P T E R  

7.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed the design of transimpedance ampliners for use in optical 

receivers. Our approach to the discussion has been fiom two perspectives: that of 

the circuit and that of circuit's design. 

Frorn a circuit perspective, we have looked at specinc topologies used to 

address the added requirements of wide dynamic range, ambient light rejection, and 

low-voltage operation. To achieve a wide dynamic range, we presented a fiilIy-dif- 

ferential, variable-gain CMOS transimpedance ampliner. The design is significant 

because it overcomes the stability problems common in existing variable-gain 

implementatioas. The presented topology is simpler, and the stability of the circuit 

is ensured with the simple tracking of identical resistors. The implemented design 

consumed 8mW at 3V, and provided 70 MHz bandwidth with a dynamic range of 

77dB, a maximum transimpedance gain of 19kQ and a gain range of 32dB. 

To reject ambient light, we placed the transimpedance amplinet within an active 

feedback Ioop. In contrast with existing ac coupled designs, this topology eliminates 

the need for large passive devices and improves the regulation of the photodiode 

bias voltage. However, the Iower-nPquency iimit of this topology is dependent on 

the ambient iight IeveI. The contributions of this thesis include identifjhg this char- 

acteristic and discussmg its practical implications, experimentaIly verifying the 

technique, and analyzing the stabiiity recpkements of this topology. 

To achieve Iow-voltage operation, we developed a transimpedance ampli6ier 

capable of IV operation without the use of low-threshold devices. The design has a 

wide output swing and effectively maximizes the avaiable bias voltage for the pho- 

todiode. The biasing of the MOS feedback resistor was perfomed using a charge 
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pump to generate a stable gate voltage. a technique cded dynamic gate biasing 

(DGB). The proposed design was impIemented as part of an optical receiver front- 

end which aiso included two post amplifiers. The resulting fiont-end consumed 

1mW h m  a IV supply and provided 210kn transimpedance gain for data rates up 

to 7SMWs. This circuit is significant in three respects: it is the fht reported transim- 

pedance amplifier capable of 1V operation, it has the lowest power dissipation of 

any reported high-speed optical fiont-end, and it is the h t  reported experimental 

use of DGB for the stable biasing of transistors. 

Beyond our discussion of specific circuits, we have aiso approached the ques- 

tion of how a circuit is designed, and have taken an introspective look at the analysis 

and design process itself. Our discussion has centred on a graphical circuit analysis 

technique calied DPYSFG d y s i s  that is based on representing driving-point 

impedance @PI) relationships using signal-flow graphs (SFG). The transimpedance 

amplifier serves as an excellent vehicle for this discussion because its dernanding 

re-rnents and complex design trade-offs typify the challenges faced in anaiog 

circuit design. 

In this thesis, we desrnid DPVSFG analysis and illustrated its application. 

Thus fàr. DPYSFG analysis has been explained principaily through specific circuit 

examples. Our contniution was to dwelop a generai formulation of the method, 

fmt by justifying drivhg-pomt impedance anaiysis as a cause-and-effect interpreîa- 

tion of Kirchhoff s Current Law, and then by applying signal-flow graph theory. We 

illustrated the method on a range of circuits involving transistors and ideal building 

blocks. Our two particdar contriiutions wexe m showing how circuits with 0oating 

voltage sources couid be handled, and in using the method to derive Biackman's 

Impedance Formula 

Having desmibed DPVSFG analysis, we applied it to the design of the low-voit- 

age transimpedance amplifier. We derived an auaiytic model of the circuit consist- 

ing of a simplitied set of equations descnbmg its bandwidth, pole Iocations, and 

noise, as well as a ht-order schematic modei of its input and output impedance. 

We then used this analytic model to optimize the circuit. 
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The signincance of the DPVSFG atialysis method lies in its ability to v i d y  

represent the complex dynamics of a circuit. The sipriai-flow gmph is complete with 

no simplifications, and yet it provides a fiamework for simplEcation by breaking 

dom the complex interactions within a circuit into individual graph branches and 

nodes. This decomposition aliows the designer to make srnaIl, isolated simplifica- 

tions that progressively reduce the graph mtiI only the essential features of the cir- 

cuit are represented. 

Design is as much an art as it is a science, and ultimateiy the question of what 

design method is best rests with the designer. We have strived here to present DPV 

SFG analysis clearly, and to provide enough background for the reader to leam the 

method in order to draw his or her own conclusions. 

There are numerou directions for friture work on transimpedance amplifiers. As 

mentioned in the discussion of the low-voltage design, an alternative topology exists 

in which the feedback resistor is placed directly across the input and output termi- 

nais of the current mirror as shown in Figure 7.1 wartin,2000]. This topology was 

not initially not p m e d  because the circuit sets the bias voltage of the output to be 

equd to that of the input, resulting in ahost no output swing. The advantage of this 

topology, however, is the much lower input impedance seen by the photodiode 

which may potentidy improve speed provided the exîsting k ta t i on  in output 

swing can be overcome. 

Figare 7.1 Alternative topoIogy for low-voItage transmipedance amphfiet. 
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For ambient Light rejection, we have presented an alternative feedback topology 

that realizes Merential photocurrent sming, provides improved supply noise 

rejection, md eliminates the need for a dummy matching capacitor [Zand, 19991. A 

Wy-differential implementation of the low-voltage transimpedance amplifier 

design could be implemented to improve supply noise rejection. Finally, work into 

optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEIC) could be initiated with the integration of a 

CMOS p hotodetector dongside one of the existing transirnpedance amplifier 

designs. 

As d o g  designers look for ways to meet the challenge of decreased supply 

voltages, dyoamic gate biasing @GB) has the potential to become a general tech- 

nique for realizing low-voltage analog circuits. However, before DGB can be more 

widely applied, we need a better understanding of the effects of charge injection and 

dock feedthrough on circuit performance. Future work should focus on developing 

methods of reducing such transient effects. At the same time, additional appiica- 

tions of DGB need to be investigated. One exampie would be its use in tuoable, low- 

voltage, continuous-time fiiters. 

Futme work on DPVSFG analysis is ükely to focus on automathg the andysis 

process, and in investigating its use in cornputer-aided design (CAD) for analog cir- 

cuits. In practice, the manipulation of si@-flow graphs by hand is limited to oniy 

the simplest of circuits. There is a need to develop a cornputer-aided d y s i s  tooi 

that can automate much of the generation and manipulation of signal-flow graphs in 

the same way today's math software has eüminated the need to perfonn cumber- 

some elimination of variables for sets of hear equations. 

Recent publûhed efforts such as [Spence,1999] and [KatzeneisonJ 9991 show 

that C A .  for anaiog circuits is entering a renaissance penod with the emphasis 

shifting towards providing a greater understanding of circuit behaviour beyond sim- 

ply detemiining performance characteScs. The continuai trend towards greater 

integration, Iowa voltages, and lower power will drive the deveiopment of novel 

circuit techniqges. Future circuit designen wÏii reqaire a pa t e r  ability to investi- 

gate circuit sensitivity to device parasitics, process variations, and noise h m  the 



suppIy and substrate. DPVSFG adysis can play an integml part in analog CAD by 

aiIowing the amlysis and manipulation of circuits at a symbolic level with greater 

ease. 
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A P P E N D I X  

Analysis of Feedback 
Amplifier Using DPUSFG 

In this section, we illustrate how DPYSFG adysis is applied to the two-stage 

transistor feedback amplifier example uitroduced in Chapter 2. The circuit is shown 

again in Figure A. 1. This example aIso serves as a comparison of DPVSFG anaiysis 

with traditional nodal and topology-based feedback analysis. Asmning 

g, = 100mA/ Y, B = 100, and ignoring the Early effect for both transistors, let 

us determine the mput and output resistaace as well as the voltage gain of the ampli- 

fier. 

Figure kl Two-stage ampEer with feedback. 

Having derived the signai-flow gmph (SFG) for the bipolar transistor in Chapter 

4, the SFG for this circuit can be obtained by simply comecting together the indi- 

v idd  device SFGs as shown in Figure A.2. The superposition of the circmt sche- 

matic atop of the circuit SFG allows us to see the structurai simildes between the 

two representations of the circuit, This superposition helps provide visuai clues to 

the varions feedback paths fomd in the circuit We can simpbfjr this graph by noting 



that part of the SFG for Q2 can be e l i h t e d  because of its common-emitter conûg- 

uration. The final SFG includmg all the branch and node expressions is shown in 

Figure A-3. The various branch transmittances are cdculated below: 

Figure A2 SFG for wideband feedback ampliner. 

Figure A3 SimpEed SFG for wideband fkedback ampMer. 



Since this SFG is rather involveci, we will use Mason's Direct Rule rather than 

manually manipulating the SFG. We observe that there are four distinct feedback 

loops in Figure A.3. in terms of thek loop transmittances, thcy are 

L, = bcdefgij = 21.8456 

L, = defgik = -43.6913 

L, = fgil = 0.0096 

L4 = bhij = 0.3641 

Notice how the loop transmittances give us  a sense of the relative strengths of the 

various feedback loops of the circuit; loops LI and L2 represent the feedback paths 

a m s s  the two gain stages and back through feedback resistor Rf and they are the 

strongest while loop L3 is by fiir the weakest, representing the reflection of the out- 

put signal through the feedback resistor Rf. Since ail loops include branch transmit- 

tance i, there are no non-touching loops, thus 

For the voltage gain, we cm identify three forward transmission paths through the 

SFG: 

P ,  = abcdef = 1515.2 A, = 1 

P, = abhikdef = -1103.2 A, = 1 

P, = abhilf = 0.2 A3 = 1 

Again, fiom the SFG, we gain a sense of the relative strengths of the forward trans- 

mission. and confhm how insignincant the feedforward path through the feedback 

resistor Rf is dative to the main signal path through the two transistors. The nnal 

transfer hction is 

- PIA, +P2A2 +P3A3 Gain = - - = 18.3. 

Fuiding the input impedance is SimpIe; having aiready determined A,  we only need 

to determine the forward transmission path h m  id to VI:  



P,' = b = 500R A,' = 1 - (L, + L3) = 44.68. 

To fmd the input resistance, we see that 

Finding the output resistance is done the same way, again reusing most of the previ- 

ous cdcuiations: 

Pl" = f = 333.3352 A," = l - L, = 0.6359 . 

Cornparison with Other Circuit Annlysis Techniques 

The d y s i s  of this circuit using nodal d y s i s ,  topology-based feedback analy- 

sis, and feedback anaiysis using r e m  ratios was presented in Chapter 2. Direct 

nodal analysis is bot.  mathematicaily exact and straigh~omard to solve especially 

with the aid of calculators or cornputers capable of matrix operatiom. Unforni- 

nately, this method is the least insightfiil as it reduces the circuit to a mere set of 

eptions. 

Greater msight mto the roIe of feedback is obtained with topohgy-based feed- 

back d y s i s .  Here, the Ioop gain provides a measure of the amount of feedback in 

the circuit Udortunately, there are nmerous limitations with this technique. 



Fiy, we fkce the challenge of trying to d e  all circuits conform to the classical 

feedback structure. One consequence is that we must identm the topology that best 

desmies the circuit, Often this is not altogether apparent. Secondly, for circuits 

which do not approximate the ideai case, all nonideaiities such as loading effects 

must be accounted for by modifying the principle blocks. These parameters are 

obtained through a process of r n o d m g  the original circuit and measuring a variety 

of port parameters undcr short-circuit and open-circuit conditions. This process is 

involved, and prone to mistakes. Lady, this d y s i s  implicitly assumes that both 

the forward amplifier and feedback network are unilateral and that the signal 

traverses forward oniy through the amplifier and the output is fed back oniy through 

the feedback network. With many practical circuits, this is an assumption whose 

validity is difficdt to ascertain, and shouid the underlying assumptions prove to be 

inaccurate, there is essentidy no recourse. With this method, every d y s i s  must 

be followed up by an exact analysis or computer simulation. As such, this method 

shouid not be considered a complete circuit analysis technique, but is best thought 

of as an intuitive aid to understanding feedback circuits. 

The main advantage of feedback analysis uing retum ratios over topology- 

based d y s i s  is that the technique neither requires the partitionhg of the amplifier 

into tvm distinct components nor requires the identification of the sampiing and 

mixing mechanisms. Beyond this, however, the anaiysis method shares many of the 

same limitations. Both methods require breaking the internai feedback and analyz- 

ing rnodined versions of the circuit D e t d g  port impedances involves measur- 

h g  a variety of port parameters under short-circuit and open-circuit conditions. This 

process is involveci, not at ail intuitive7 and so prone to mistakes. The concept of a 

ntum ratio is ~ S O ,  at best, a difncult concept when applied to real circuits. Fi~ l ly ,  

neither feedback anaiysis technique is suited to circuits with multiple or otherwise 

complex feedback mechanisms. 

DPYSFG d y s i s ,  on the other hand, requÏres no approximations, makes no 

assmnptiom, and is not IHnited to circuits with ody a single feedback loop. Because 

of its use of tignaI-flow graphs, DPUSFG analysis provides a designer with an intu- 



itive representation of circuit dynamics that enhances his or her insight into a cir- 

cuit's operation. One of the principal c o n c m  that can be raised with DPUSFG 

anaiysis, is its complexity. As rnuch as the above example illustrates the power of 

DPYSFG andysis, it also amply demonstrates the geneml complexity of analyzing 

signal-flow graphs. In practice, the manipulation of signal-flow graphs by hand is 

practically E t e d  to mail circuits. In the long run, computer-aided analysis tools 

need to be developed to heip automate much of the generation and manipulation of 

signai-flow graphs much in the same way current ma& math software has elimi- 

nated the need to perform cumbersome eiimination of variables by hand for sets of 

linear equations. 



A P P E N D I X  

High-Frequency Transistor Models 
The maIl-signai transistor models presented in Chapter 4 are sutncient for 

many applications. in instances where a more accmte representation of the high- 

frequency performance of a device is required, however, a more complex smaii-sig- 

na1 model such as the enhanced hybrid-n model shown in Figure B.1 is necessary. 

This model accounts for the base spreading resistance and the dominant parasitic 

capacitances of the bipolar transistor. The corresponding SFG is shown in Figure 

B.2. The hi&-frequency model for the MOS transistor is shown in Figure B.3, and 

the corresponding SFG is shown in Figure B.4. These SFGs have been included in 

the thesis for completeness, and to help highlight the complex interactions which 

are introduced by the presence of parasitic elements. 



Bipolar lhnsistor 

Figure B.l High-frequency model of a bipolar transisto' 

Figure B2 SFG for the high-fiequency bipolar transistor model shown in Figure B.I . 



MOS 'kansistor 

Figure B.3 High hquency mode1 of a MOS transistor. 

Figure B.4 SFG for the high-fkquency MOS transistor mode1 shown in Figure B.3. 




